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Foreword

Violence against women is global phenomenon. The statistics
on crime against women are shocking. It is disheartening to
note that even in the 21st century the women in our country
and the world live in such fear. It is important that efforts be
made to help women in violent situations.
Women suffer health problems because of violence. The
Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation recognized the role that
the Health Department must play in helping such women.
Therefore it started the Dilaasa Crisis Centre at K.B. Bhabha
Hospital, Bandra, West for Women in collaboration with an Non
Governmental Organisation, Centre for Enquiry into Health and
Allied Themes (CEHAT). The CEHAT has trained the hospital
staff on the issue of Gender, Violence against women and the
role of health professionals in responding to women survivors
of violence.
This book gives a detailed documentation of these training
sessions. It also contains a section of reference material that
can be given to participants. I am sure this will be useful to all
those who want to start work on this issue.

Shri. S. J. Kunte
Additional Municipal Commissioner(Western Suburb)
Brihanmumbai Mahanagarpalika

From the desk of

The Director-Medical Education
And Public Health

Domestic Violence is not even considered an issue of concern
in our country. To address this issue, the efforts have largely
been that of a few concerned individuals and organisations.
However the health consequences of violence have been largely
neglected. In such circumstances, the participation of the
PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT along with CEHAT, an NGO, is
deeply appreciated.
It is encouraging to see that “HEALTH” is looked at holistically
and not restricted to only curative services.
This documentation would be a landmark in paving the way
for training health care providers in responding to domestic
violence. This document carries information on the dynamics
of domestic violence, screening and referrals, as well as
strategies in becoming effective communicators

Dr. (Shri.) S. G. Damle
Joint Commissioner Medical Education and Public Health
Brihanmumbai Mahanagarpalika

Note From

The Executive Health Officer

Domestic Violence is a Public health concern, but it has not
received much attention by the health care profession. The
Public Heath Department of the BMC took up the challenge
and started a crisis centre for women facing domestic violence
at K. B. Bhabha Hospital in collaboration with CEHAT, a health
research organization. I congratulate the Medical
Superintendent and the staff for having made this a successful
experiment.
This is the first time in India that a hospital has taken up the
cause of women facing domestic violence. The project began
by training the hospital staff to respond to women who come
with health complaints due to domestic violence. An effort is
being made to change their perspective of looking at their role
as curative to holistic. This document presents in detail the
training sessions that were undertaken to train the hospital
staff on gender and violence issues.
I am sure that this document will be useful for planning and
conducting training sessions for staff from other hospitals.

Dr. (Shri.) R. M. Kathuria
Executive Health Officer
Brihanmumbai Mahanagarpalika

Preface
Being medical superintendent of the hospital and at the same time being the project
director for a social issue has been a challenging task for me. Integrating the issue
of Domestic Violence as a public health issue within the hospital system was a
challenge.
In-depth interviews with staff and their perceptions toward domestic violence has
helped us to decide on subjects of training, which were required to sensitise the
staff to Domestic Violence as a health issue and also to prepare them as trainers.
This training report contains all chapters from Domestic Violence as a health issue,
gender and violence, Role of health care professionals in responding to Domestic
Violence and communication skills.
Being the medical superintendent, the issue of concern was whether this training
will be sustained. In an organization like the hospital where there is floating staff.
Because therefore it was necessary to make sure that there is regular training of
new staff as well as old staff. Some key trainers from the hospital itself were
chosen. While selecting the participant for key trainer’s training, I had to take the
advantage of the managerial system of hospital, where sister in-charges are
managers of the ward and Medical Officers are managers of the entire department.
These managers of the hospital will take the responsibility of training the staff in
the department and see that this issue is integrated in the system. I also selected
the Medical Record Officer, as he is the one who will see that documentation for
survivors of Domestic Violence is done sensitively. Choosing the appropriate persons
for training has created an environment in the hospital where we can see definite
change in attitude of medical and para medical staff towards this issue.
My concern as project director to see such kind of change, and as medical
superintendent to sustain it, is fulfilled to quite an extent. Hence I can now present
this training report which will help the other hospitals to take on this issue and
integrate it in their hospital system.
I would like to thank our Additional Municipal Commissioner Shri. S. Kunte, our
Joint Commissioner Education and Peripheral Hospital, Dr. S. G. Damle and Dr.
Kathuria, our Executive Health Officer, Chief Medical Superintendent, Dr. W.S. Bhatki
for their support. I thank Shri. Ravi Duggal, Co-ordinator CEHAT and Ms. Padma
Deosthali, Co-ordinator of Dilaasa, for constantly helping me in every step.
I thank all key trainers for undertaking the training and taking up the responsibility
of training the rest of the hospital staff. I thank the staff of Dilaasa too.

Dr. Seema Malik
Project Director-Dilaasa and Medical Superintendent-KBBH
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Introduction
Domestic violence is a global phenomenon. It cuts across boundaries of class, caste, religion, race,
and education. Domestic violence, or violence within the household, can be physical, psychological, or
sexual in nature. The ‘home’ is considered a safe place, therefore violence inside the house is often
never discussed. Women experiencing violence are therefore left with no choice but to endure it
silently. Any act of violence causes physical and/or psychological trauma and for treatment a woman
usually approaches the health system. However, the health system is not geared to respond to her
needs!
In spite of the fact that domestic violence affects a woman’s physical, and/or mental health adversely,
doctors are trained to only treat the physical injuries. The emotional support that the woman needs is
entirely missing. One of the main reasons for this is that doctors do not think that it is part of their job
at all. They see it as the job of the police. Secondly, doctors too feel that it is a personal issue, and
therefore they should not be involved. Lastly, they are not trained to probe into the history of
violence. Women rarely take recourse to filing a police complaint, as violence within the household is
an accepted behaviour. It is only when the violence escalates beyond tolerance levels that women
approach formal agencies for help. In such circumstances, the current incident only gets investigated,
as there is no documentary evidence of such incidents having occurred earlier. Women activists have
found that in the cases filed in the family courts cruelty by husband is the major reason given by
women for separation and divorce. However, these women normally do not have any documentary
evidence, in the form of medical records, to support their claims. This makes their battle more difficult.
Doctors are perceived as non-threatening, and the patient has immense faith in them. Therefore, it is
more likely that a victim of violence will confide more readily in the doctor. The doctors can play a
critical role in responding to domestic violence faced by their patients in a number of ways;
(1) Screening and identification, (2) Documentation of the abuse and resulting injuries, (3) Referral to
support agencies.
Hospital-based studies do indicate that a large number of women are approaching public hospital with
health complaints arising from domestic violence. With the objective to make the public health system
more responsive, CEHAT (Centre for Enquiry into Health and Allied Themes) a research centre of
Anusandhan Trust , and the Public Health Department of the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation have
joined hands and started Dilaasa—a crisis centre for women—at K.B. Bhabha Hospital, Bandra. The
goal of Dilaasa is to ensure that every incident of violence against a woman gets recorded, and she
receives emotional support. The woman may or may not seek police/legal action, but the record will
help her whenever she decides to take action. Women coming to the casualty and the Out Patient
Department (OPD) will be screened by doctors for domestic violence and will be referred to Dilaasa for
social and psychological support.
There was a need to first sensitise the hospital staff to gender and violence issues before starting the
centre. We requested three individuals, namely Ms. Manisha Gupte, Ms. Radhika Chandiramani, and Ms.
Renu Khanna, who have the experience and expertise on gender, health and violence, to help us train
the hospital staff.
Ms. Manisha Gupte is the co-convener of Mahila Sarvangeen Utkarsh Mandal (MASUM), a rural women’s
organisation. She has been a part of the women’s movement and has been actively taking part in
research, training, and activism on issues related to health and sexuality.
Ms. Radhika Chandiramani works with TARSHI on sexuality and reproductive health. She is a qualified
clinical psychologist.
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Ms. Renu Khanna is the founder member of SAHAJ, has long-standing experience as a
trainer on gender, violence and sexuality issues and is currently collaborating with the BMC
on the Women Centred Health project that aims to sensitise the health system on women’s
health and improve quality of care at the primary level of the health care delivery system of
the BMC.
The Dilaasa team had an extensive meeting with these three individuals during which we
presented the hospital infrastructure, policies and procedures. While discussing the modalities
of undertaking this exercise of sensitisation of the staff, we decided that instead of training
the entire hospital staff (882 in number) on our own, we could select a small group from
within the staff and the resource persons would train them as key trainers, who would then
train the rest of the hospital staff. The medical superintendent then chose forty staff
members who held permanent positions within the hospital, and were committed to their
work. It was decided that they would be trained as key trainers for Dilaasa. They included
doctors, paramedics, nurses, and some from the administrative section.
The resource persons expressed the requirement for a needs assessment of practices and
perceptions towards Domestic Violence before commencing the training. A few studies were
planned. One was an observation of the female cases coming to the casualty in order to
understand the hospital’s procedures with regard to women facing domestic violence, and
the other constituted in-depth interviews with different levels of the hospital staff in order
to understand their perception of violence against women and their role in responding to
that violence. The team carried out both these studies and shared the findings with the
resource persons. The resource persons incorporated the finding into their training sessions.
The findings are presented here in the Needs Assessment section of this report.
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During the meeting a detailed discussion on the content of the training sessions was held,
and each one of the resource persons took up specific topics. The process of training the
trainers took almost a year. Two groups of hospital staff (20 each) were constituted. Each
group was composed of medical and paramedical staff. We could not form a group of only
doctors or of only nurses as the hospital work would get affected. It was decided that
training would be held once a month. The first training session for the two groups was held
on 20th and 21st October, 2000, respectively. One of the groups named itself Pragati
(Progress), while the other called itself Prerna (Inspiration).
Each group underwent seven full day training sessions. Each training session was documented
by the Dilaasa team, and is presented here. The first draft of the documentation was
discussed with the resource persons, and their feedback has been incorporated. The
documentation of two modules was inadequate, and the resource person herself had to
document the content of those sessions. The trainers administered pre- and post-tests to
evaluate their sessions. We have compiled and presented them together in the chapter on
Participant’s Feedback.
This training programme led to the formation of a core group of 12 key trainers (from the
group of 40) who volunteered to conduct training sessions for the rest of the hospital staff
on an ongoing basis. The core group then met regularly and developed a three-hour orientation
module. They conducted six sessions, which were documented. We then had a review
session with Ms. Manisha Gupte where the key trainers expressed their concerns about
handling these discussions on gender and violence. The resource person had a thorough
discussion with the group on this issue, and on ways of handling various questions. The
module was then revamped and has now been finalised after testing it with a number of
groups.
We hope that the documentation of the process of training hospital staff as trainers will
be a useful resource for those endeavouring to sensitise the health system.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

I.

OBSERVATIONS AT CASUALTY

II. IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS
WITH HOSPITAL STAFF

I.

Observation
at
C a s u a l t y
(EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT)

OBJECTIVE
V

To understand how the Casualty operates, in terms of the roles that the different categories of
staff play.

V

To understand the existing system in the Casualty, in terms of the procedures related to patients with suspected histories of violence.

METHODOLOGY
Members from the team sat in the Casualty everyday, for 15 days. We spoke to the staff on duty
and took them into confidence. Our role was to “observe” only. It was difficult to maintain this role,
as the staff and relatives accompanying the patients approached us directly, either to just share
their pain or to seek advice. We had to struggle hard to restrict our role to only observation, but
were forced to interact only on some occasions.
LEARNING
V

The police constable who is on duty 24 hours/ day registers cases of suspected violence in the
Emergency Police Register (EPR). He registers only those cases that are admitted to the hospital. The information recorded in the EPR includes date and time of incident, name and religion of
the patient, address, and type of complaint. The police station nearest to the place of incident
is contacted and police personnel from that station record the patient’s statement. The patients
who are treated at the Casualty but not admitted to the hospital, are not registered with him.
They are expected to go to the nearest police station to register their complaint.

V

A number of non-emergency patients do come to the Casualty. The perception of doctors is
that they tend to come to the Casualty because they do not wish to stand in a queue at the
OPD. At the Casualty, the doctors do examine these patients immediately and treatment is given
at once, but with some amount of grumbling, as they feel that because of such patients they
cannot properly attend to “serious” patients.

V

Medical care is provided immediately to all patients coming to the Casualty Department. What is
of concern is the staff’s irritation and annoyance with patients who are not seriously ill. This is of
particular importance, as women facing domestic violence need not necessarily exhibit serious
ailments or signs of injury.

V

Another observation is the obvious reluctance of the doctors to elicit information from women
with suspected histories of violence. They do not feel that it is part of their calling. They see it
as the job of the police. The doctors too carry the common perception that domestic violence is
a personal issue and that they should not probe into it. They do not seem to recognise it as a
public health concern.
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II.

I n - d e p t h
i n t e r v i e w s

w i t h

H o s p i t a l

S t a f f

OBJECTIVES
V

To understand the perceptions of violence against women among different levels of the hospital
staff and their role in addressing this issue.

V

To understand the existing systems in the hospital with regard to cases of violence.

V

To find out if hospital staff feel the need for a hospital based intervention, such as a Crisis Centre
to help women victims of violence.

V

To find out what roles hospital staff are willing to play in relation to such a centre.

METHODOLOGY
4

We selected our samples from the female wards, namely: the Medical, the Surgical, the Orthopaedic, the Gynaecology, and the Antenatal and Post-natal Care units (ANC/PNC). We also selected
the Casualty Department, as this is the place where all cases of violence are registered. We did a
random sampling of the hospital staff in these departments. The others included in the sample were
a social worker, one policeman and the records officer. We took a total sample of 40 people for the
interviews, but were able to complete only 31. A few refused to give an interview, and others
avoided it.
The final sample consisted of:
1
Doctors :11 (4 MOs, 3 lecturers/honoraries, 2 RMOs, 2 CMOs); Nurses: 8 (Sisters in charge of the
above mentioned wards); Staff nurses (2) from Gynaecology and ANC/PNC; Ayahbais: 4; Maitranis:
2; Social worker: 1; Police constable:1; Wardboys from Casualty:2; Dresser from Casualty:1;
Records officer:1
The sample consisted of 14 men and 17 women.
We gave each person a written note on the purpose of the interview along with a short introduction
to the Crisis Centre. We explained to them that the information they shared would remain confidential. We also explained to them that we had taken a random sample. Only with their consent did we
proceed with the interview.
FINDINGS
The entire hospital staff gave the impression of being casual and matter of fact about the whole
issue of violence against women, irrespective of the category or department to which they belonged. Moreover, the atmosphere at the hospital seemed to be clinically oriented and governed by
the duties officially laid down. Beyond that, very few individuals went out of their way to explore the
issues that underlay a case, and even fewer seemed to do something about it. Each one was clear
about his or her role vis-à-vis a patient, which was limited to providing medical treatment in the
hospital. Violence was perceived as a social issue by most. However, most acknowledged that it did
have health consequences.
1 MO Medical officer, RMO- Resident Medical officer, CMO-Casualty medical officer.

Two significant observations were made: (1) the staff perceived domestic violence in a communal
perspective, observing it more among the Muslims than among the Hindus, and, (2) staff blamed the
women for the battering they received.
ISSUES OF CONCERN
1. Hospital staff identified the health problems of women specific to the wards they worked in.
Cases of violence were not cited even by those in the Surgical and Medical wards where such
cases are admitted (for example, burns and poisoning cases).
2. Violence was not recognized as a health issue by most of the staff. It was mostly seen as a
social issue, at the most having a psychological dimension. Despite probing, all that could be
established was the link between physical violence and the physical health consequences.
3. The types of cases of violence cited by the staff were burns, poisoning, assaults (fractures,
CLWs, abrasions, etc.), assaults reported as falls, rapes, desire for male child leading to repeated
pregnancies / abortions, stabs, bullet injuries, etc.
4. Their perception of the causes of violence were: Demand for dowry, alcoholism, bigamy, infidelity, unemployment, indebtedness, desire for male child, infertility, failure in love, scolding, failure
in exams leading to consumption of poisonous substance.
5. Attitudes towards violence among staff:
Victim blaming: There is a feeling that women are beaten as they may have provoked their
husbands or their in-laws.
“Don’t you feel that sometimes a woman has driven the other person to assault her? Ok he is a
drunkard, so when he drinks he assaults; you just can’t label him for that.”
Women exaggerate their complaints in order to make their case stronger.
“Many pregnant women complain of being beaten in the abdomen because it makes their case
with the police stronger. How come that every pregnant woman gets beaten in the abdomen?
However cruel the man be, will he beat his pregnant wife?”
Women should endure the violence.
“Our generation was different. We stayed on how much ever our husbands beat us. These days,
even if they have 3 to 4 children, they leave them and go. They get another man and leave…
They should bear the beating.”
It’s not our job.
“When patients come, doctors take history, but nothing more. What will they do by asking why
they were hit? They are only interested in the treatment.”
“They never talk. We don’t ask. That is their problem. They should solve it.”
“We generally do not probe into it. We don’t take any statement about it, or enquire about who
did it and why did it happen.” - Doctor.
Apathy and insensitivity
“When the patient suffers and there is frothing, the staff says, ‘You fight at home and come and
harass us… Why didn’t you take the whole dose and end your life.’- Administration
Reluctance to intervene, despite the felt need to do so.
“We usually don’t ask, but if they are beaten we should be asking them. However, we get scared.
What if they give us one story and the police a different one?”
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Something should be done.
“Husbands who have done this should be given some punishment.”
“Yes, they can come to the hospital but they must say something… They must tell the police, who
can give “dum” to the husband (that is, warn the husband), and then something can be done.”
Biases
There seems to be a feeling that domestic violence is more prevalent among the Muslims and the
Bhaiya community.
“We see that wife beating is more common among the Muslims. They have lots of children also.
Among Hindus, it is not so common.”
Women “may not be physically assaulted but they may be forced to have another child when they
don’t want one. Husbands’ consent is required for the sterilization operation. When women object
they are harassed and given more work.” - Administration (female)
Boredom
“No, no, who is going to do it here? Here nobody talks. If there is a case, then I do not know, but
if the woman says that her husband has done it then he lands himself in the lock-up. I have got
bored seeing all this.” Inherent contradictions
“We don’t usually ask,..but if they are beaten we should ask. But we get scared. What if they give
us a different story and give the police a different one”/ “They never talk. We don’t ask. That’s
their problem. They should solve it.”
“Girls should be educated and made independent before they are married.”/ “Working women are
aggressive and do not adjust with the family.”
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“There was this case of a thin, lean woman who was battered by her drunken husband. I told her
that how could a drunken man do this, you should not have taken this hands down. This was at
1.30 in the night. At 4.30 a.m. I was woken up by her husband. She had gone home and beaten
him up. After that I stopped doing all this.” - Doctor
PROCEDURES IN THE HOSPITAL
V

Burn and rape cases are seen as serious cases. In a burns case, if the incident has occurred
within three years of marriage, it comes under the Dowry Harassment Act. Further, most of the
burns cases are transferred to the Kasturba Hospital, as Bhabha Hospital does not have a special
burns ward. Only in cases where the prognosis is poor are they kept here.

V

In rape cases, seven samples are sent to the forensic laboratory in Kalina, and a four-page form
has to be completed. However, as there is little social support, many cases just die their own
death. Only when somebody fights on behalf of a rape victim, justice is sought.

V

In poisoning cases, the stomach-wash report is sent to a laboratory in Kalina. The police is
supposed to collect it within 14 days. In the existing system, poisoning cases are referred to the
psychiatrist for evaluation. Some doctors say that they also refer women with mental health
problems like depression, cases of trauma because of burns, or where the woman keeps coming
back for the treatment of the same ailment.

V

Cases that come to the Casualty are examined by the CMO. The injuries that come to the
Casualty, whether reported as accidental or deliberate, are entered as Medico Legal Cases
(MLCs). The police procedure in case of MLCs depends on the admission status of the patient. If
the patient is admitted, then the police constable (PC) on duty records a brief statement,
without going into the history. The PC then notifies the inspector at the police station under
whose jurisdiction the case falls. The officer from that police station then comes and takes the
statement in the ward. Those MLCs that are not admitted, the initiative has to be taken by the
injured to get his/her statement recorded at the police station.

V

In cases of pregnant women, accidental falls, (even those occurring at the time of filling water),
are recorded as MLCs. This is done to protect the doctors “so that if something happens to the
baby, the doctor should not be blamed for it”, says a sister. As a precautionary measure, they
are sent to the labour ward for a sonography.

V

The role of the hospital social worker is mainly viewed as an arranger for monetary help, or
helping with the adoption of babies of unwed mothers. It has also become evident from the
interviews that social workers are seen as part of the management. Further, the municipal
setting has its inherent bureaucratic hurdles and poor accessibility. The doctors are concerned
about the cost of medicines. They find it difficult to help patients. Moreover, the system can
provide monetary relief of about 20 per cent, which is not much of a help to poor patients. The
existing procedure to procure such relief for a patient is itself very cumbersome and frustrating,
and is often used more effectively by people with contacts, especially with local corporators.

V

In cases of unwed, destitute girls, the hospital admits them in the ANC ward till delivery. They
are referred to the social worker post delivery for the adoption of the baby, and shelter.

IMPRESSIONS
V

We found that it was only the nurses and just one or two doctors who had really gone beyond
their role of health providers to help women who were victims of violence.

V

There was no distinct difference in responses from male and female staff.

V

We had not taken religion as a variable for selecting the sample, which is a limitation of this
study. Therefore, all the respondents are Hindus since they are the majority.

V

Except the female labour staff, the rest of the staff willingly gave us information.

V

The staff did feel the need to help women victims of violence. However, they were neither able
to identify the needs of such women nor appreciate their role in helping. They showed willingness
to refer such cases to the crisis centre, once it opened.

V

Some of them, especially doctors and nurses, showed interest in the training that we proposed
to conduct and said that they would like to be part of it.

These studies are part of the formative research done by the Dilaasa team in the initial phase
of the project. We would like to acknowledge the contributions of : Dr Amar Jesani for providing
guidance and support through the research process, Ms. Tejal Barai Jaitly for data collection,
data management and writing for “Indepth interviews of hospital staff” and Ms. Rekha Kale for
data collection for “Observation at Casualty”.
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MODULE - I

MODULE - I

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
- An Orientation
DATE

OCTOBER 20TH AND 21ST, 2000
(One-day session for two groups)

TIME

11.00 A.M. TO 4 .00 P.M.

TRAINER

MANISHA GUPTE
RADHIKA CHANDIRAMANI
(Participant Observer)

OBJECTIVES
V

To get the group to break the silence around violence.

V

To introduce the concept that domestic violence is a public health issue.

V

To share information about Dilaasa as a hospital-based project.

V

To motivate the group to become key trainers.

INTRODUCTION
i)

Getting to know each other
As the trainers did not know all of them, the members of the group introduced themselves
individually. The two trainers also introduced themselves and told the group about the role
that they were expected to play in the setting up of Dilaasa.
The name Dilaasa means ‘empathetic and comforting support’. Dilaasa is not there merely to
solve people’s problems but to create a support structure in which the victims can find
answers to their own troubles. The project was started as a cooperative venture between
CEHAT and the Bhabha General Hospital of the BMC. This was a novel experiment to see if an
NGO could work from within a government structure, rather than from outside it. The CEHAT
team would help set up the structure, as well as provide training and research support.
However, they would move out of the hospital after three years, and Dilaasa would be
permanently integrated in real terms within the hospital, as it would then be managed and
owned by the hospital staff themselves.

ii)

Rationale for selecting ‘key trainers’, and role expectations
After this brief introduction, Manisha explained to the group the entire process of selecting
‘key trainers’ from within the hospital. The key trainer group consisted of doctors, matrons,
nurses, social workers, para-medical staff (occupational-therapist and physio-therapist, clinical
psychologists) as well as non-medical staff such as a librarian. All the key trainers had been
identified by the Medical Superintendent, the criterion for selection being the high motivation
level of the individuals. These key trainers were expected to go through a series of perspective
and skill-building exercises in the first year, after which they would train the rest of the
hospital staff.

iii)

About the methodology
Everyone was requested to use the language that they felt most comfortable with - Hindi,
Marathi, or English. The methodology of the entire training would be participatory - using
discussions, role play, case-studies and games, as training methods, rather than using traditional
methods such as lectures. The trainer would be more of a facilitator than a ‘teacher’. No
judgement would be passed on anyone for his/her belief system. The group would be open to
new ideas and would be encouraged to challenge our world-views, and would maintain the
right to disagree with each other on any issue. Everyone, including the trainers, would be
ready to learn from each other. Cooperation, rather than competition, would be encouraged.

LEARNING TO TALK ABOUT VIOLENCE
V

This part of the session was conducted through an activity. The group was presented with a
box of chits. On each chit was a name that matched with some other chit in the box. Each one
had to find her/his partner from within the group. The names that matched were, for example,
diabetes and pancreas, or anaemia and iron.

V

The participants enjoyed shouting out their own names and searching for their partners. This
exercise was used as an icebreaker, initially to get the group to interact freely with each other
as well as create a relaxed environment conducive to discussing violence.
The nurses were the first to break the ice and the doctors followed.
The male doctors seemed to feel a little left out and stood on the fringes for a while, but the
nurses and matrons walked up to them and peeped into their chits to find the match. This
game temporarily suspended the hierarchy of rank and set the tone for the day in which all
participants would feel equally free to speak their minds.

The process documentation of this session has been done by the resource person herself.
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V

Once everyone had found his/her partner, each pair was given 10 minutes to share with each
other the following details: an act of violence that had been committed on them, and one that
they had committed on someone else. Within each pair, these experiences were presented by
one partner on behalf of the other. The group was cautioned not to share any such incident
that they might feel uncomfortable about later on. Since the presentation of the incident was
going to be in public, the group was also reminded that protecting the confidentiality of the
shared incident was not possible. At the same time, the group was requested not to discuss
the incidents outside the room in any way that would reveal the identity of the person or to
use the information against anybody later on.

V

One or two participants were unable to share any incident with their partner. This fact was
gracefully accepted. Two participants said that no such incidents had taken place in their
lives. The others had talked about incidents, mainly related to the workplace, and at times
related to their homes. At the workplace, when people spoke about the violence committed on
them, they mentioned harassment by superiors, discrimination, overwork, favouritism, and so
on. At home, the group mentioned being scolded by parents or siblings in childhood, alcoholism,
and beating by father, grooming by parents that was gender-biased, feeling blamed for the
death of a loved one, control of earnings by husband who was uncooperative and suspicious,
not being allowed to meet one’s own grandchildren, and so on. People also spoke of emotional
pressures, such as feeling overburdened physically, psychologically, and financially, as acts of
violence committed on themselves.

V

The list of acts of violence committed by oneself on others was mainly related to the domestic
realm. The list mentioned taking out one’s frustration on children, beating a younger brother in
childhood, neglecting one’s child, inability to care for a daughter because of work, scolding and
nagging children, fighting with one’s spouse because of differences of opinion regarding the
care of a daughter who is depressed, and so on. At the workplace, people spoke of not being
able to concentrate on their work because of other pressures and then feeling guilty about it
and not being sensitive to patients in the hospital because of overwork.

V

The trainer then tried to sum up what was shared. She spoke of comfort levels that one felt
while talking about violence. Talking as victims precipitated feelings of anger, humiliation and
pain, whereas talking as perpetrators made them feel uncomfortable, reluctant, guilty, and
relieved as well. She drew the group’s attention to the fact that when one felt inhibited to talk
about violence in general terms, then how could one expect women who are victims to confide
the violence in their lives in a big hospital setting unless one made it accessible and approachable,
comfortable, trustworthy and caring.
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UNDERSTANDING VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
The trainer used the earlier discussion to draw the attention of the group to the following
facts:
V

Most acts of violence are committed by those who have more power against those who have
less or no power. One can usually get away with violence because often it is impossible for the
victim to resist or question the act. The perpetrator can also be confident that the violence
will not be reported, and even if that happens very few will be able to question his act.

V

In a few cases, violent acts can also occur as a reaction to constant exploitation and abuse.
This has to be understood in the context of what the person has gone through in the past.
Usually among women, the reaction to such treatment is often directed ‘inwards’ meaning that
she will refuse to eat, or may think of committing suicide. She may also vent her frustrations
on someone who is more vulnerable than she is - such as beating up her young children.

V

Violence occurs when a particular group or person in society is discriminated against - especially
minorities. By minorities, one means all those who do not get their fair place in society and live
on its margins. Such minorities could be religious groups, tribal groups, dalits, the poor, and
women - especially single, deserted, widowed or divorced women, homosexual men and lesbian
women, people whose belief systems or political convictions are different from the majority,
and so on. This means that a large section of society has to put up with violence.
A game of divide and rule is used to justify violence by labelling people who are different as
abnormal. One should not fall into the trap of allowing someone’s rights to be violated just
because s/he is different from the dominant group. Some day one will become a victim oneself
if such violence is allowed to continue.

V

Violence creates terror. For example, if a woman is raped in a school or college, it scares all
other women in that institution - often resulting in the immediate termination of education of
many other girls. The consequences are borne not only by the victim but also by many other
girls as well. For the individual who is constantly subjected to violence, the damage can be
lifelong.

V

Violence occurs when a person or a party within a relationship is vulnerable or dependent on
the other - children, women, elderly people, people physically or mentally challenged, a junior
at work, younger siblings, and so on.

V

The home is considered a safe haven. However, we find that the most terrible kinds of violence
are committed here. Studies have shown that most women who die under suspicious
circumstances die within the home, that women are mostly beaten by family members (husbands,
in-laws, natal family members, grown-up children) and that most women are raped by men
they know and trust. Thus, it is unfair to confine women within the house with the excuse of
protecting them; in fact, it is at home where most of the violence against them occurs!

V

Domestic violence (violence by family members) is considered normal by most societies and so
no one interferes when a husband beats or kicks his wife. People also believe that what
happens inside the house is no one else’s business. This is not true. People have human rights,
both inside and outside the house. In no place should these rights be violated by anyone.

V

Violence does not occur just because someone possesses superior physical strength. A strong
person does not beat up his boss who may be physically weak, neither does an angry man beat
up his superior. When a man drinks alcohol, he does not go around beating anyone he sees.
However, the man can easily beat up his wife or children because he does not fear any
consequences. Therefore, violence should not be justified on the grounds that a man was
drunk or was upset about something.

V

Because family members inflict most of the violence that women face, it is not possible for the
latter to speak about it openly. One is taught since childhood to protect family honour and to
do nothing that can harm the family reputation. Often women protect their husbands in their
dying declarations. One needs to question the belief system in which woman is expected to
protect the same family that tortures or kills her. One has to stop using such terms like honour,
and start using the concept of rights. If a woman is raped, one has to realise that her human
rights and dignity were violated, not her (or her family’s) honour. This change in attitude will
enable one to see violence against women as a public issue and not a private one. It will also
help one to bring out violence from the four walls of the house into the public domain, such as
the hospital, the police station, the courts, women’s organisations, and so on.

V

It is not true that violence occurs only among the poor or among certain communities. It
occurs all over the world among all classes, races, and religions. It is easier to identify the
violence in poor homes because they do not have the private space to hide it from others. In
rich homes, women are reluctant to talk about the violence in their lives because they feel
that they would lose their social status. This does not mean that violence against them does
not take place. One has to give up one’s class, caste, and religious biases pertaining to
violence against women. Violence occurs, not only in ‘their’ homes, but in ‘our’ homes too.

V

Violence should not be used to resolve conflicts or to punish anyone. Sometimes people say
that it’s fine for a man to beat his wife if she commits a mistake. Does a woman have the same
right over her husband? Therefore, here one is not talking about the mistake but about the
power relation between the man and the woman. As long as the house, the fields, and other
assets belong to the men in the house, they will always be in a position to use violence to keep
the family under control. Whether it is the man’s fault in a particular situation or the woman’s,
it is the woman under the threat of being asked to leave the house. Since she has nowhere to
go, and does not have the economic independence to walk out, she is forced to accept such
violence from the family.

V

Being angry or having a fight is different from being violent. One has the right to feel irritated
or angry about something and one has the right to argue out one’s differences. However, there
should be mutual respect among people when they raise points of difference. Insulting, humiliating,
ridiculing, being judgemental, or marginalising someone just because one thinks differently is
not the way to resolve differences. All the above listed acts inflict emotional violence on the
other person and make it impossible for her/him to raise different viewpoints in the future.
Once someone is silenced, s/he becomes vulnerable to violence in the future. Once one gets
used to humiliating people, one is in danger of becoming violent oneself.
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V

Violence is an act committed to put down someone, to silence her/him, to keep someone under
control, and is carried out with the intention of hurting or humiliating her/him. The victim
loses self-confidence and feels helpless and lonely. Violence breaks her/his spirit. She/he
begins to hate her/himself and even begins to think that she/he deserved that treatment. This
is true of people who get tortured, as well as with women who live in violent homes.

V

Violence need not be only physical; it could be emotional, verbal, financial, sexual, social or
political. It could also be a combination of all these. For example, women are often raped
during a communal riot. This could be done with the intention of insulting men from the other
community or religion. Neglect is also a form of violence, especially if the other person has no
access to resources. This would include keeping a wife or child hungry, taking away money
from the wife, and so on.

V

One is often told that women are women’s worst enemies and that it is the mother-in-law who
harasses her daughter-in-law the most. As mentioned earlier, violence is an act of silencing
someone who is powerless. In the case of the mother-in-law, she is more powerful than the
daughter-in-law. Why? Because she is the mother of a married son. Is it possible for the
mother of a daughter to beat, insult, or kill her son-in-law as easily? Therefore, what matters
is whether you are the mother of a married son or a married daughter. Your status increases in
the first case and decreases in the second. Women rarely get power on their own - it is only
through men that they gain or lose power. If a woman is not married, has no children or has no
son, or does not live with her husband, she loses power in society. If her husband is the
earning member in a joint family, she has more power in the joint family, whereas if he is
unemployed, her status falls. Because women have no power on their own, they stick to the
men in their lives, sometimes at the cost of sacrificing their other rights, their health and their
life. One needs to teach them to stand up for their rights too.

V

Often people ask why we only talk of violence against women. They say that women are also
capable of violence and that men too can be victims of it. Certainly, this can happen in some
situations and one has to be sensitive to any man who has suffered violence - whether it is
physical, verbal, emotional, or sexual. We at Dilaasa have opted to work with women who
suffer violence because of several reasons. Firstly, the proportion of violence against women is
much higher than that against men. Secondly, women are conditioned not to speak about
domestic violence or rape. This results in these crimes being unrecorded and unquestioned.
Thirdly, men have more access to resources, such as private doctors and lawyers, as compared
to the women in their homes. This is why we need to stand by those who do not have such
access. Fourthly, even if women as well as men can be capable of perpetrating violence, the
material consequences of it are far greater for women than for men. Women live under the
threat of being thrown out of the house, of losing custody of their children, of losing social
status, of not having the privilege to marry again, of being disinherited by their fathers,
brothers, husbands, or sons, or even being killed by the family. Fifthly, as long as assets and
resources belong to men in society, women will continue to be more vulnerable to violence
than men. We need to change this system that encourages an imbalance of power between
the sexes, and which breeds discrimination. One way of doing that is to work with women who
have suffered violence in their lives and create confidence in them so that it is possible for
them to think of a better life and fate. We plan to do this in Dilaasa.
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WHY IS VIOLENCE A PUBLIC HEALTH ISSUE?
The trainer asked the participants this question and a lively discussion emerged. She facilitated
the discussion and rounded it up by mentioning the following issues:
V

Violence results in injuries, bruises, fractures, burns, vaginal tears, psychiatric problems,
miscarriages, and so on. This happens to many women. Therefore, it is not a personal matter
limited to a few individuals in society. Studies have shown that the health consequences of
violence are horrifying, and exist all over the world.

V

One of the largest killers of women in the reproductive age group in India is violence. Burns,
poisoning, knife assaults and abetting suicide are some of the ways in which women are killed
within the family.

V

Violence results in long-term physical and psychological ill health. The health effects range
from low-birth-weight babies to anaemia, from depression to suicide, from vague bodily
complaints to severe illnesses such as pelvic inflammatory diseases, from repeated abortions
to chronic pain syndromes, from unwanted pregnancies and unsafe abortions to HIV/AIDS,

from pregnancy complications to maternal mortality, from memory loss to heightened anxiety,
from fear of sexuality to low self-esteem… The list is endless.
V

Ill health and disclosure of illness increase the element of violence in women’s lives. Women
with tuberculosis, mental illness or HIV/AIDS are likely to be thrown out of the house, and
therefore they are reluctant to disclose their disease to their families or get their illnesses
diagnosed. If a woman has white discharge, she may be accused of sleeping with other men;
if she repeatedly falls sick, she may not get medical attention. Thus, women are more vulnerable
to illness because of their low status in society, and low access to food, rest, and recreation.
This, in turn, increases the probability of violence in their lives. A vicious circle is thus set in
motion.

V

Women’s access to health care is very limited. A married woman has to depend on her husband
and mother-in-law to accompany her to the hospital, to make decisions regarding her treatment,
and to pay the bills. A woman’s access to grievance redressal, such as the police and the
courts, is even lower. The consequences of speaking out are very grave for a woman, and
therefore to survive, she has to stay silent. On the other hand, this very silence ultimately kills
her.

V

Even if a woman’s bruises or fractures do not match her account of the accident, such as
falling down the stairs, the doctor will rarely ask questions to probe the incident or seek
answers to the discrepancies in what the woman says and what she suffers. No one wants to
be involved in other people’s personal lives. Most health professionals want to avoid being
called into the courtroom as an expert witness. Often, the professionals themselves have
traditional ideas about domestic violence, and they may have unresolved issues in their own
lives that block their sensitivity to such cases.

V

People in the health care delivery set-up are not trained to look at domestic violence. Often
doctors are not aware of how to preserve evidence in the event of a rape, or how to present
forensic evidence in a gender-sensitive manner. They are not taught to look for clues that may
reveal domestic violence, or to see beyond their specialities when women come to them.
Therefore, a gynaecologist and psychiatrist will look at the woman independent of each other,
rather than as a team. A multi-disciplinary approach is extremely necessary to understand the
complex picture of violence, especially domestic violence.

WHY Dilaasa?
V

The trainer revisited the fact that women, especially if they are living in violent homes, are
afraid to talk about their problems. They may have many fears - will the doctor believe my
story? will my husband get to know? will confidentiality be maintained? what will the consequences
be? will the police take away my husband? where will I live if he throws me out? will my
brothers understand? do the doctors and nurses think that I deserved the treatment? do they
think I’m stupid for putting up with it for so long? how can I talk in such a crowded room? will
the male doctor take advantage of my domestic problems? how can I show the bruises on my
inner thigh to anyone? how can I talk about the knife cuts inside my vagina…. Let us imagine
ourselves in this situation. Would we be able to talk unless we were sure of receiving support?

V

Dilaasa is about creating this support for women, so that they can speak out. Speaking out is
the first step towards questioning the violence in one’s life. Therefore, one has to create an
environment where women will speak out. For that to happen, one has to learn to listen.
Listening is not the same as hearing. Listening is about understanding, believing and empathising
with what a victim or survivor of violence has to say. The next stage is counselling. This will
include the skills of active listening, of finding out what the woman wants, of working with her
rather than on behalf of her, of not making decisions for her, of not passing judgement on her
actions, of ensuring confidentiality, of creating confidence in her about being able to handle
her own problems and her life, and so on. All these skills will be imparted to the key trainers and
to relevant persons in the hospital over the next one year. We also need to work on our belief
systems, question some of our attitudes, increase our comfort levels about sexuality and other
issues related to women, and grow along with the women who come to us for support. While
the formal training will last over a year, the learning process will go on forever, because we
have to constantly learn and update ourselves about new issues and concerns.

V

At the level of the hospital, we need to create a system of multiple referrals so that a woman
who needs urgent help will not be neglected, and that the hospital sees violence against
women as a complex, rather than a fragmented, issue. In the beginning, we will concentrate
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on the Casualty wards and on the medico-legal cases, but we will soon move on to other
relevant departments, such as, Psychiatry, Gynaecology, Obstetrics, Paediatrics, Burns,
Orthopaedics, and so on. After that, we will gear up the out patient department (OPD) to look
at ‘general’ problems and find the links to domestic violence if it exists in the woman’s life.
V

It is not possible for a single organisation or hospital to tackle a multi-dimensional problem such
as domestic violence. We need to establish a strong network with other groups working on this
issue - crisis shelters for women, legal support groups, helplines, counselling services, women’s
organisations, the police, and the courts. We will draw support from each other and pool our
skills in such a way that women’s access to the relevant services will be maximised and
expedited.

The following services will be offered within Dilaasa:
1.

Emotional and social support

2.

Legal support

3.

Referral to a shelter and other agencies, if required

4.

A 24-hour emergency shelter within the hospital

BECOMING KEY TRAINERS
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The trainer then asked the group if they were interested in continuing with such sessions and
whether they felt the need for participating in the training of the hospital staff. The group’s response
was extremely enthusiastic. Some participants mentioned that they had come to the training only
because they had been directed to do so, but after this day’s orientation, they were enthused and
convinced that they should participate in Dilaasa’s activities. Some others said that they had
always felt helpless when women came to the burns ward and died without telling the truth, but now
they felt they would be able to do something about it. A few people said that in the beginning they
could not understand how they were concerned with the issue of violence, but now they had
started seeing the connections between their work and domestic violence. In fact, this understanding
would help them wherever they worked - the Casualty, the library, the administration/accounts, the
various wards, and in the OPD. The male participants were unsure of their role as trainers, but they
would be happy to participate in Dilaasa’s work to the extent they could. The entire group expressed
the need for continued and intensive training to be able to carry forward the training process, and
requested the Dilaasa team to work out duty hours with the hospital management.
The key trainers would attend sessions in two groups, so that hospital duties would not be adversely
affected. The two groups were formed and they were encouraged to name themselves. Through an
exciting process of selection and elimination, the groups came up with the following names: Prerna
(inspiration) and Pragati (development or enhancement).

MODULE - I

MODULE - II

GENDER

DATE

NOVEMBER 27TH AND 28TH, 2000
(One-day session for two groups)

TIME

11.00 A.M. TO 4.00 P.M.

TRAINER

MANISHA GUPTE

OBJECTIVES

V

To create awareness about the difference between sex and gender.

V

To sensitise participants about the manifestations of gender.

V

To create awareness about patriarchy and power relations.

PROCESS
The trainer did a short recap of the earlier session on ‘Domestic Violence–An Orientation’, and asked
the participants if they had any questions or comments on that session. After a short discussion,
she explained the entire agenda of the sessions on Gender and Sex.
The first session began with a game. The participants were asked to form a circle and the trainer
read out the following statements one by one. Some of these were related to biological sex and the
others to social influence. The participants were requested to step inside the circle if they felt that
the statement was related to biological sex, and step outside if they felt it was related to social
conditioning.
The statements used in this game were as follows:
1. Women are gentle by nature.
2. Men are better at playing cricket than women are.
3. Women menstruate.
4. Women are better cooks than men are.
5. Men are violent by nature.
6. Women have long hair.
7. Men have moustaches.
8. Women are better housekeepers than men are.
9. Men cannot do housework.
10. Men cannot control their sexual desire.
11. Men get bald, as they grow old.
12. Women are protected from heart disease in their youth.
13. Women eat after the men have eaten their food.
14. Girls play with dolls and boys with cars.
15. Women have ovaries.
16. Men have more hair on their bodies as compared to women.
17. Women bear violence silently.
18. Voice changes take place in boys as they grow up.
19. Men are not able to look after young children.
20. The body of a young girl gets more rounded as she grows up.
21. Women leave their mother’s home at marriage.
22. Women bear children.
23. Men earn more than women do.
24. Women’s names change after marriage.
25. Women breast-feed their children.

The process documentation of this session has been done by the resource person herself.
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The game generated a lot of laughter and arguments. Half way through the game, heated discussions
took place. It was observed that the participants agreed on statements related to anatomical traits
of men and women, but had a range of different views when it came to statements on social
conditioning. The most amusing statement turned out to be ‘Women have long hair’. A number of
participants jumped inside the circle, suggesting that this was a biological trait, and were teased to
no end by others!
The game was followed by a discussion on each statement. The discussion brought out that primary
and secondary sexual characteristics were the only ‘real’ differences between men and women. The
trainer reiterated that except for the fact that women bore children and breastfed their new-borns,
there was no big difference between the sexes. The rest were socially created. Sometimes one feels
that some characteristics are specific to men or women. Gender becomes such an integral part of
one’s life that one cannot often differentiate between a biological trait and one that is socially
constructed.
In the second session, the trainer used the following situations to explain how gender shapes our
lives. She got the entire group to participate in the questions and answers asked below:
Munni and Munna: The social construction of gender
SITUATION 1
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Let us imagine that twins have been born to someone we know. One of them is a boy and the other,
a girl. We go to visit them in the hospital. They are wrapped in cloth from below the neck. Can we
make out the sex of the children? No, because the sex of infants can be found out only through
differences in their external genitals. So, when can biological difference show that Munna is a boy
and Munni is a girl? Only at puberty, when secondary sexual characteristics develop. However, in
reality, do we need to wait so long to find out the difference? No, because the clothes they wear,
the hair they keep and the way they behave are different for both from early childhood. Many
believe that this difference in behaviour between boys and girls is ‘natural’ because it comes so
early. Therefore, let us look at another situation to explore whether this is true.
SITUATION 2
Munna and Munni are three months old. They are both hungry. Does Munni cry less? Does she
sacrifice her share of the milk for Munna? She doesn’t. So how can we say that women are
sacrificing by nature? Even when the twins are one year old, they both fight equally for toys,
sweets, and their parents’ attention. So why do they become so different when they grow up? We
need to visit the twins again to find out.
SITUATION 3
The twins are now two years old. Munna is given a shirt and shorts to wear. Munni gets frocks and
dresses. Do the children choose their own clothes at the age of two? We decide that. ‘Because’
Munna is a boy, he is expected to wear a shirt and not a frock. Where do these expectations come
from? They come from society, not from the children’s natural desires. Therefore, society determines
the way in which boys and girls dress up, the manner in which they keep their hair, and so on. Next,
because Munni is wearing a dress, she is asked to sit properly with her feet close together and is
told not to climb or jump in a way that reveals her underclothes. Gradually, she is told not to shout,
not to laugh loudly, not to… not to… not to…The list never ends. This social influence is called the
social construction of gender. This begins around the age of one, and by the time the children are
two or three years old, they get to know their gender. Later on, when they notice their own external
genitals as well as that of others, they get to know of their biological differences. As the children
grow up, gender begins to play a bigger role in their upbringing. Let us see how that happens.
SITUATION 4
The twins are now six years old. We have been invited to their birthday party. We go to a toyshop to
buy presents for them. What is the question the shopkeeper asks us even before he enquires
about our budget? Whether the present is for a boy or a girl, isn’t it? If it is for a boy, he shows us

cars, bats and balls, planes, guns, mechano sets, and so on. And if it is for a girl? Dolls, kitchen sets,
embroidery and stitching sets, items to ‘pretty up’ such as hair clips, miniature cosmetics, fancy
combs, and so on, are shown. We decide to buy a bat and ball for Munna and a doll with the kitchen
set for Munni. What are the ramifications of these presents for the children?
SITUATION 5
Munna plays with the bat and ball. Where is this game played? Out in the open, away from home.
Therefore, Munna gets a chance to go out, to learn to cross a road, to learn to negotiate with
children of his age (or even older children, when they snatch his toys); he gets fresh air, his muscles
develop, his appetite grows and he learns to face the big bad world outside his home. He becomes
‘tough’, he learns to handle situations on his own and soon earns the confidence of his parents.
They begin to trust him with outdoor work, and they begin to involve him in decision-making too.
On the other hand, Munni plays with the doll and the kitchen set. Where is this game played? Inside
the home, in the kitchen or in the corner of the living room. What is the script used when she’s
playing? “Feed the baby”, “Kiss the baby, it’s sleepy now”, “What have you cooked today?”, “What
does your baby like to eat,” etc. Munna can enter the house, banging his bat on the staircase, but
if Munni bangs her doll on the wall, we immediately tell her not to hurt the baby! In reality, we are
inculcating in her the values of motherhood and wifehood. We are creating a future homemaker,
instead of letting her play and enjoy her childhood. This is the reason why women are considered to
be better parents. We sometimes also believe that women are naturally more gentle. This is not
true. Gentleness (which is a good quality for both men and women) is expected more of a woman, so
we train her to be like that. If a woman does not like to cook, or does not want children, or is not a
good homemaker, she is ridiculed and ostracised. She dare not say that she does not like children,
because she will be labelled ‘abnormal’.
All this while one may be wondering why we are making such a fuss about toys. If the twins enjoy
their respective toys, why should we read so much meaning into their play? What happens if the
children refuse to play with the toys that we gave them?
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SITUATION 6
After a few days of playing with their own toys, the twins get bored and want to exchange their
presents. Munni picks up the bat and ball and gets ready to go to the playground. What is our
response to that? “You’ll be the only girl, how can you play with the boys?”, “What will the neighbours
say?”, “You’ll tear your nice dress”, “What will you do if someone follows you or harasses you?”,
“Why are you behaving like a tomboy?” On the other hand, if Munna gets tired of going out and
wants to play at home with Munni’s doll, what would our response be to that? “Oh no, he’s going to
be a sissy when he grows up”, “Why does he want to behave like a girl?”, “Where did I go wrong in
bringing him up?”, “I hope no one notices him play with the dolls, or else they’ll ridicule him in school”,
“He should be playing outside, not sticking to his mother’s apron like this,” and so on. If children
refuse to play the gender roles we assign them, it creates a great deal of anxiety within us. We
make them change their behaviour according to what we think is appropriate for their sex. We
punish them if they resist. We even take them to counsellors for behavioural therapy. Therefore,
accepting a prescribed gender role is not as natural as we would like to believe; it is forced upon us
by society. What are the manifestations of such gender norms on Munna and Munni when they grow
up? A look at another situation in their lives will throw some more light on this matter.
SITUATION 7
Munna and Munni are now 20 years old. Munni will soon be married to a boy her father has selected.
She knows how to cook and clean, and is good at stitching and mending clothes. She has a degree
in home science. Her parents have collected money for her dowry. They will give Munna the house
and Munni the dowry. Munna has a degree in hotel management and is a chef in a good restaurant.
He has a decent salary. Munni’s fiancé is a dress designer and designs clothes for a boutique. He
also has a good annual income. The dowry from Munni’s parents will help him put up his own shop.

We often say that women are better cooks than men are. Then why are most restaurant owners and
world famous chefs men? If men do not mend their own clothes because they do not know how to
stitch, then how is it that most tailors are men? What we assume to be ‘natural’ differences
between men and women are actually gendered and based on economic returns. Women cook,
clean, and mend—mainly for the family, free of cost; but men cook, clean, and tailor only when the
returns are economic. Even if women are considered excellent cooks, they have no place in the food
or hotel industry, where ‘masculine’ characteristics such as competitiveness, the ability to conduct
negotiations, or undertake financial transactions on a large scale are involved. Women’s lives thus
revolve around the men in their families: obeying fathers or husbands and raising sons who will,
hopefully, provide for them in old age. On their own, they do not own assets, nor will they have
adequate access to resources such as education, health care or credit.
The gender roles that we instil within children in the family are further strengthened through other
institutions like the education system, the media, the market, the medical system, the systems of
law, jurisprudence, state policy, and of course through religion and culture. It is not possible for us
to work at all these levels, but we can at least make a difference wherever we can – within our
homes, in the hospital with our patients, and in our workplace with our colleagues.
GENDER AND SEX
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The trainer then spoke of the differences between biological sex and gender. Biological sex is what
we are born with and gender is what is created later on. In fact, even biological sex is so gendered
that we force every newborn into the strict category of ‘male’ and ‘female’ even though 13 per cent
of all new-borns are intersexuals. Imagine a scene in a hospital like ours. As soon as a baby is born,
everyone wants to know if it is a boy or a girl. The weight or height of the baby can be disclosed
later, but the news of the ‘sex’ is expected within minutes. Before the 19th century, the religious
authority (the priest, for example) conferred the sex of babies whose sex was ambiguous. Later on,
lawyers took over. Then came the doctor, especially the surgeon. Not only could he announce the
sex of the baby, he could also ‘fix the problem’ by using his scalpel. “The penis is too small, less than
two centimetres. May be it is actually an enlarged clitoris, so why don’t we just shape the external
genitals as that of a woman?” would be the logic. Arguments took place on whether the baby was a
true hermaphrodite or not. In fact, with the advent of surgery, intersexuals and hermaphrodites
have been made to disappear because they are operated upon. Parents of intersexual babies are
hardly given a chance to meet parents of similar babies, or to postpone the decision of changing
the child’s sex after puberty with his/ her consent or in accordance with his/ her wishes.
Soon after the surgeon, comes the geneticist who checks for X and Y chromosomes. Beware if
someone has an extra sex chromosome! Then comes the endocrinologist, who checks for hormone
levels. While this discovery may be important to some people, it actually suppresses the diversity of
biological sex. We make intersexuals invisible by stigmatising them. What ‘sex’ are intersexuals
supposed to write when every official form has only two sexes mentioned on them? We are so
obsessed with gender roles that we actually change what is natural in order to fit them into sociallyconstructed stereotypes.
Having said this, and having resigned to the fact that most people belong to the two dominant
biological sexes, the trainer elaborated on the differences between biological sex and gender. Biological
sex remains constant over time, culture, religion, geographical regions, and so on. For example, it
would be possible to identify the sex of a 5,000-year-old Egyptian mummy. An African woman and a
Caucasian woman would have the same sexual characteristics. However, this is not the case with
gender. Women will dress and behave differently depending on their culture, historical time, religion,
caste, class, and age. Gender roles change for men and women over time. This is clearly evident in
the changing roles of fathers and their attitudes towards their children. Two generations ago,
children could hardly pluck up courage to face their fathers, leave alone have a conversation or an
argument with them. Today we find fathers more interested in and engaged with their children. One
often sees young fathers carrying their babies in their arms, or playing with their children, and
sometimes even insisting that their daughters get a good education. This clearly indicates that
gender perceptions change. Most importantly, it means that gender can be changed. This is
heartening, because it is not biology that oppresses us but socially-constructed gender.

Gender is man made; it can be dismantled by us if we wish to do so. Therefore, rather than perform
sex-determination tests to avoid giving dowry (which is gendered, based on greed, and the belief
that men are superior to women), we should abolish the dowry system itself and let girls be born. We
are not against any category of biological sex, but against the belief that one sex is superior to all
others. Gender is the result of adding or subtracting social value to biological sex. We need to
challenge this discrimination. In the long run, it is easier to change gender than to change biological
sex, so why don’t we begin work on this rather difficult (but not impossible) job right away?
In the third session, participants were requested to form two groups. Each group was given half an
hour to discuss one of the following case studies:
CASE STUDY 1
Asha has been nominated by her organisation to give a welcome speech, as she has been very
active in organising this important meeting. This is her first public speech and she has prepared well
for it. Her husband is a gram sevak who works in a neighbouring village. After he leaves for work,
their son begins to vomit and feels feverish. Asha has to cancel attending the meeting since there is
no one to look after the child. She rings up the office and excuses herself.
Points brought out by Group 1
V

Lack of communication between the partners.

V

Asha had to sacrifice her career. This meeting was her first break. Because she let down her
office at the last moment, it may not rely on her thereafter nor give her an important assignment
that entails responsibility.

V

She could have asked her husband to look after the son or she could have taken him with her.

V

Had she been in a joint family, she could have left the son with some one.

V

Household work and the care of children has always been a woman’s job —unrecognised and
unpaid.

V

Women continue to struggle inside and outside the home, without supportive structures.
The trainer used the above case study to explain that even if Asha had lived in a joint family, or
in a supportive neighbourhood, only the women from these structures would have looked after
the child, not the men. Household duties are always considered a woman’s primary responsibility,
not her job. Whereas for a man, his job is his primary responsibility, not household work. She also
pointed out that Asha’s husband did not feel the need to accompany his wife to the meeting and
encourage her on her organisational skills and speech. If he had been asked to give the same
speech, he would have expected Asha to prepare his food, wash and iron his clothes, look after
the child, and so on. Because women are expected to sacrifice their careers for the family, they
are not taken seriously at the workplace. This affects their chances of upward mobility.

CASE STUDY 2
Pushpa works in a hotel. She has a sister who works in a bank. Her brother is jobless. He is very
upset that his sisters work and that he is unable to bring home any money. He doesn’t like
Pushpa working in the hotel, but he cannot stop her from working because of the financial
condition. Once, while Pushpa was coming back from work at night she was followed by three
men. When she confronted them, they abused her and called her a prostitute. She narrated the
incident at home, but her brother asked her not to reveal it to anyone. He said that he would
take up any job that came his way to earn something for the family, and that Pushpa would then
have to leave her hotel job, as it was not a good place for women to work in.
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Points brought out by Group 2
V

She should have physically retaliated and questioned the boys who followed her.

V

She should try to reschedule her work timings.

V

Transport facilities should be offered to women who work on night shifts.

V

She could be helped by some organization if she wanted.

Through this case study, the trainer discussed how spaces get defined for men and women. She
also explained how society views women who come out into public spaces, especially at night. She
spoke about the brother’s insecurity and his double standards regarding the jobs of his two sisters.
Her brother had no right to stop her from working. Why did he disapprove of her job, and not of the
other sister who worked in a bank? The trainer also talked about men’s control over women’s
sexuality. Pushpa may be the first one to be harassed by the boys, but does that mean that they
would not harass her sister, who has a daytime job? We should not let a divide and rule policy to
break our connections with other women by labelling them as deviants. Women have the right to be
out whenever they please. It is the men who need to learn to respect women. Violation of
anybody’s rights can never be justified.
Is gender good for men?
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After the discussion on men’s and women’s roles in society, the trainer explained that gender is a
problematic issue for both boys and girls. Both are coerced into living up to society’s expectations
of the roles assigned to them. Women faced abuse, violence, desertion, and even death when they
do not conform to their gender roles. People have little sympathy for women who are inefficient in
house work or when they are childless. Does this mean that men can transgress their gender roles
easily? That is not the case at all. In fact, women are grudgingly allowed to take on men’s roles if
they become very insistent – such as becoming pilots, wearing pants and shirts, cutting their hair
short, or earning salaries. However, men are never allowed to dress like women, to wear make-up, to
grow their hair, or to prefer housework instead of a job. Society gives more value to being a man;
therefore, women are sometimes forgiven if they want to be like men. As long as women do the jobs
that are expected of them (such as being good mothers and wives), they are allowed to take on
additional responsibilities that men are expected to shoulder. However, if a man wants to behave like
a woman, society punishes him severely. Other men would beat him up on the street, he may lose
his job, he may be called a homosexual (there is absolutely nothing wrong with being homosexual,
but there’s a problem when this term is used in a derogatory manner to humiliate men), or he may
even be killed in order to teach other men, who may be garnering such wishes, a lesson.
Thus, when we work on gender issues, we do not work against men. All men and women come out
from the same space – our wombs. We are not against a male child being born, but we are
concerned about the way in which he is raised. This concern applies to the girl child as well. We are
worried about the way our little boys are made to grow up into tough, violent men and how girls are
raised to accept violence and suffer silently. Thus, we are not against biological sex, but against the
social construction of gender. We want a society where no one commits violence and no one
accepts such acts.
To use an analogy, men are like racehorses and women are like carthorses. Because so much money
and power is associated with racing, men are treated with great value. They get better food, more
privileges, quicker health care, and more opportunities so that they can perform the roles expected
of them –become bread earners, earn more than the neighbours earn, and become socially and
politically powerful. Men do not have the freedom to say that they will not earn a living, but write
poetry instead. On the other hand, women are trained to do housework and child rearing from an
early age. They are not given the same opportunities as men are, resulting in women getting jobs
that are pay less or not getting a decent job at all. Women are expected to do unpaid work at home
or on the family’s field. Moreover, for work on others’ fields they are paid less than men are even if
they do the same work that men do. They are like the under-fed, beaten, ill-treated carthorses that
draw weights until they drop dead. They never retire and have no ‘leave’ from housework all their
lives.

Because so much social value is given to men, they are expected to perform and compete with other
men all their lives. If they lose out like racehorses, they are dumped (racehorses are often shot dead
when they stop winning). No one wants to invest in a losing horse. The point is that neither men nor
women are free in a gender-based society. Both run for someone else and not because they want
to.
If the above logic is true, then why is it that when we talk of gender we talk mainly about women?
This is because men get privileges in a society that puts a premium on masculinity. It is therefore
difficult to convince men about the disadvantages of gender. Women, however, perceive the disparity
and discrimination of gendered roles faster, as they are subjected to violence and face severe
consequences within and outside the house because of these roles. We therefore have to begin to
work with women and create safe spaces for all women to speak out, without forgetting to work
with men as well. Firstly, unless men (such as fathers and husbands) cooperate, it will be difficult for
most women to realise their dreams. Secondly, men will not be doing women a favour by helping
them to change society – they will be liberating themselves too.
In the fourth session, the trainer identified the root causes of women’s subordination. She pointed
out that people often believe that discrimination against women or violence against them exists only
in ‘bad’ homes. They say that most homes are happy and that no inequality exists in good homes.
The trainer said that one would need to address these beliefs if one has to convince society about
gender and discrimination.
She started the session by asking the participants the following questions:
V

On whose name is the house, usually?

V

On whose name is the field?

V

Whose name do the children get despite coming out of a woman’s womb?

V

Whose name does a woman take on?

She then explained that in spite of homes being ‘good’ to women, the assets and resources usually
belonged to men. Women’s production, reproduction and sexuality are also owned by men. Thus, it
isn’t just a small matter of changing bad homes into good ones, but there is a need to identify the
root cause of women’s subordination. As long as the ownership of homes, fields, children, and
women belonged to men, one would need to question this power imbalance. The trainer then asked
the participants to name the systems that oppress women. Terms such as male-dominated
society and patriarchy came from the group. The trainer then elaborated upon these terms. The
fact that our society is male-dominated became evident in the morning sessions. However, what is
patriarchy? In simple terms, it means ‘rule of the father’. The term is used to stress the fact that not
only are resources owned by men, but that they are also passed on from the father to the son – not
just from any one man to any other man. Decisions in the home, the community, the society, or in
the spheres of politics, religion, or the economy are all taken by men. This power gets transferred
from one generation to another through the passage of wealth and privileges to the sons of the
family. In fact, over the centuries, this power system has taken deep roots in society.
What’s in a name?
The trainer asked the participants to recall the names of their ancestors - names of their grandparents,
great grandparents, and so on. They were asked the name of their mother, her natal name, their
grandmothers’ names, and so on. Most of them could recall the names on the father’s side of the
family but were not aware of the names beyond two generations on the mother’s side. Men’s names
were remembered more easily because they were mentioned as the middle (father’s) name. Women’s
names, especially their natal first names, or family names were not known. Thus, women were
obliterated from the family history, and what was recorded was a long string of men’s names. The
family property passed down to the names that were mentioned, so one could rightly say that
women did not even qualify for this gain. The participants were quite disturbed by this revelation.
The trainer then said that ‘naming’ or deleting of a name involved ‘gender politics’. As an example,
she asked some participants their full names. She then asked them if they would respond if someone
called out to them on the road by a different name. If not, then how did they expect women to take
on a different name after marriage? Often, the first name of the woman is also changed at marriage.
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Isn’t this an act of completely wiping out her identity? The only other places where individual’s
names are taken away are in prisons or asylums. Isn’t taking away or changing a person’s name a
violation of that person’s right?
The problem becomes even more severe when one insists on the father’s name for a child. Even
though motherhood is a certainty, one insists on giving the father’s name to the child for reasons of
property and ‘legitimacy’. Every person who is born is legitimate – how can the absence of a father
decide the right of a person to exist? One cannot stigmatise anyone because s/he does not carry
her/his father’s name. Children are never born without fathers; it is just that some fathers are
irresponsible enough to deny paternity. By denying paternity, they also deny economic rights to
their children and sexual partners. In the clinic setting, one has to be sensitive to these issues.
Women who do not have a man’s (especially husband’s) name tagged on to their own name suffer
humiliation and violence more than others do. Single, deserted, or widowed women and single
mothers must be made to feel comfortable in our hospital. At the same time, we must also change
our work environment to make it safe and enjoyable to our women colleagues.
Having spoken about gender and patriarchy throughout the day, the trainer warned the participants
not to lose sight of issues of class and caste. Gender is not the only oppressing system in society –
rich women have more privileges than do poor men. The caste system oppresses dalits. Minority
religions and ethnic groups are marginalised in most societies. However, within each community,
women are treated worse than men are. That is why the focus was on gender issues in these
sessions.
The trainer then gave a recap of the major learnings of the day and answered questions related to
the various sessions. At the end of the day, the participants were requested to answer the posttest, which consisted of the same pre-test questions as in the pre test, in order to gauge any
changes in knowledge, attitudes and beliefs.
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MODULE - I

MODULE - III

VIOLENCE AND ROLE OF
HEALTH CARE PROVIDER
DATE

DECEMBER 15TH AND 16TH, 2000
(One-day session for two groups)

TIME

11.00 A.M. TO 4.00 P.M.

TRAINER

DR. SEEMA MALIK
MS. REKHA KALE
MS. CHITRA JOSHI

OBJECTIVES
V

To create awareness regarding the role of a health care professional in dealing with domestic
violence.

V

To train them to care for women patients facing domestic violence.

PROCESS
The session began with an inspiring song “Tu Jinda Hai”. It was followed by a brief recap of the
previous session. The participants were divided randomly into three groups and were each given
a topic.
1. Patriarchy
2. Gender and Sex
3. Gender Sensitisation
These topics were discussed in the last training session, however, it was seen from the post-test
sheets that the participants still had confusion about the concepts of patriarchy and gender
sensitivity. The group shared what they had learnt in the last session and then there was a
discussion on each of these topics.
After the recap, the participants were given case studies to discuss, and then each group made
a presentation about the emerging issues and possible solutions to it.
Life Story : Situation 1
Jamuna got married ten years ago at the age of 15. Her husband, a truck-driver, is planning to take
a second wife because Jamuna has no son. Jamuna has been suffering from white discharge problem
for the past six months, but she has not received any treatment because the health centre is too
far away and her mother-in-law will not take her there, saying that the family, which is already poor,
cannot afford to treat a useless woman. Perhaps for the same reason, Jamuna’s two daughters also
get lesser amount of food than the boys do in the joint household.
Jamuna has missed her periods and feels happy that she may be pregnant again, but every one at
home says that she is only pretending. Since Jamuna’s periods are irregular, she cannot defend
herself. Yesterday, Jamuna’s friend Phulan, told her that one could detect the sex of the unborn
foetus. The test, which is very expensive, is available in the city, 50 miles away from their village.
Jamuna’s husband will return from his long trip in a couple of week’s time. He will then be finalizing
his marriage to the new bride that his uncle has seen for him. Jamuna knows that her husband
doesn’t want to leave her or her daughters, but she doesn’t know if she can find the courage to talk
to him about her problems. She is losing her appetite, has become irritable, and is also unable to
sleep at night. What do you think will happen to Jamuna now?
Possible solutions in Case 1
V

State that it is a criminal offence to be married a second time when the first marriage still exists.

V

Another choice would be abortion of the unborn foetus as she already has two daughters.

V

An observation was made as to the extent to which technology has reached the villages and
amniocentesis can be misused by quacks and become a moneymaking racket.
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Life Story: Situation 2
Aarti, the second daughter of a family, was married off at 16 to a man whose wife had died a few
years ago. Her parents agreed to the marriage since the man, who was
12 years older than her, did not ask for too much dowry. Aarti presently lives with her husband and
his parents, and looks after the six-year-old daughter from her husband’s previous marriage.
Aarti’s stepdaughter, Guddi, is very fond of her. One night when Aarti was putting Guddi to sleep,
Guddi told her that her mother had been poisoned and killed by her father and grandfather. Aarti
was very disturbed to hear this, but she did not know whom to talk to. When she tried to speak to
her husband about it, he got very angry and beat her up as well as Guddi. He threatened to send
Guddi to her maternal grandparents and ordered Aarti to refrain from speaking such nonsense. He
has also told Aarti that she had better produce a son quickly or she will be in trouble.
Aarti’s parents understand her problems, but they do not want to get involved. They say that all
marriages have some rough patches; therefore, Aarti should put up with her troubles for a while and
be patient with her husband. Aarti thinks she is pregnant, but does not know what to do. What do
you think will happen now?
Possible solutions in Case 2
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V

Make the parents aware of their mistake of marrying off their daughter at an early age

V

Make her in-laws more responsible and aware of their mistakes

V

File a complaint against the husband and the father-in-law

V

Give the daughter proper education and make her economically independent

V

Aarti can convince her husband in relation to her pregnancy and they can find a solution
together.
In the next session, the group was divided into 4 sub-groups and each sub-group was given two
case studies. Each sub-group had to assume one of the following roles: victim, abuser, observer,
or health professional.

The case studies were:
1. A woman who faced a homicidal attack, e.g., Rinku Patil who was burnt in public
2. A woman who attempted suicide through poisoning
After the discussion, each group presented/performed the role they had assumed. The trainer
noted their response and summed up the activity.
VICTIM
The victim in any of these situations may experience sudden shock, fear, turmoil, loss of trust,
feelings of insecurity along with humiliation, low self-esteem, revenge and/or feeling hurt and angry
with self for not being able to retaliate. The victim may distance herself or put up a barrier, and
avoid communication with the abuser. The victim is also likely to keep the traumatic experience to
herself. She may fear recurrence of the incident along with feelings of helplessness due to lack of
support from anyone. The victim may also fear the consequences of the act on other members of
the family.

ABUSER
The abuser justifies himself of his acts by saying that the victim provoked him and thus blames the
victim for the incident; he may be suspicious or jealous of the victim. He may indulge in violence to
prove his power, assuming that it is the privilege of a man to do so. It is another way of controlling
the behaviour of the victim.
OBSERVER
An observer may feel pity for the victim and anger for the abuser. S/he may also feel threatened
when such things happen around her. Conversely, s/he may be sceptical about the victim and may
adopt a neutral, or ‘non’-involvemental attitude towards the matter. S/he may ponder over the
issues that could have caused the incident and comfort herself that every coin has two sides. S/he
may even blame it on modern culture and the media. However, in most cases the observer does not
wish to get involved as s/he feels that she might be harassed and repeatedly summoned to the
police station, though finally justice may never be meted out to the abuser.
HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
A health care provider observes the issue, and her prime priority is to put the patient at ease. The
victim has to feel comfortable. Medico-legal cases should be made after the medical treatment.
A health professional may then make referral to take care of the emotional aspects of the abuser.
Other activities the health worker can undertake
1. Write articles in newspapers and magazines, based on medical records, to sensitise people to
this problem
2.

Make the patient aware of the fact that the MLC can be used to make a police case against the
abuser

3. A family physician may try to analyze and find out the reasons behind chronic somatization cases
4. Screening the cases can help women in distress approach the crisis centre.
The trainer pointed out that many of these cases could be prevented if victims are allowed to
ventilate the tension, which may be gradually building up. She emphasized that the health
professional could play a major role in doing so through the screening of such cases in the OPD;
family physicians and paramedical staff too can play a vital role in spotting and directing such
victims for appropriate action.
The session ended with participants filling up a feedback sheet and answering post-test
questions.
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MODULE - I

MODULE - IV

COUNSELLING

DATE

MARCH 7TH AND APRIL 4TH, 2001
(One-day session for two groups)

TIME

10.00 A.M. TO 3.30 P.M.

TRAINER

RADHIKA CHANDIRAMANI

OBJECTIVES

V

To impart skills required by key trainers to communicate with women patients who report abuse
and maltreatment.

V

To help them gain an understanding of the concept of counselling, and the principles involved in
it.

PROCESS
The trainer began the session by explaining the role of the key trainers in providing emotional
support to the woman facing domestic violence. Acquiring these basic skills would help the health
care providers to communicate with women facing domestic violence. She also clarified that they
were not expected to play the role of a counsellor.
The trainer started the training with an exercise.
The exercise entailed asking the participants to recollect an incident that had upset them in the
past. They had to recall the person with whom they had shared this experience and what this
person had felt about it. After that, they had to share it with the group. The participants said it had
helped them to think of the problem objectively, picture the problem clearly, and reduced the shock
of the incident. They felt that there was someone who was willing to listen to them, to help them
find a solution to their problem, and to give them the feeling of being understood. However, one of
the participants said that she faced criticism when she narrated her problem to someone close.
The trainer added that sharing is a human need, which occurs among people who are close to each
other. However, when one tries to solve the problem there is a lurking fear that the other person
might be taking it lightly. This could lead to loss of confidence and faith in the person one confides
in. There is a need to understand that people share their experiences with their close ones in the
hope of support, to unburden oneself, or to understand silence. This is called a helping relationship,
which may be of different kinds. It may be in the form of an advice, guidance, befriending or
counselling. The difference between counselling and other helping professions was explained.
The trainer explained that Dilaasa is a centre where women are provided with the space to decide
for themselves. She briefly introduced the concept of counselling and the role of the Dilaasa team.
Listening is a prerequisite in the case of health care providers, which they do every day. However,
there is a need to do it sensitively so that women can express their trauma. If not sensitively done,
there is a possibility that women may feel they should not have spoken at all. Listening to the
patient does not mean offering solutions to their problems, as that would encourage dependency.
Women may not even be seeking answers, but merely wanting to unburden themselves.
There is a need to establish a relationship based on trust, which will enable the patients to confide
in the health care provider. The counsellor’s approach, attitude, body language, and interest shown
send unspoken messages to the patient. Hence, it is essential to have professional competence.
Every person may differ in these qualities. The counsellor needs to have the capacity to listen, be
patient, sincere, non-judgmental, attentive, interested, alert, understanding and trustworthy.
The trainer then asked the participants to role play the part of a speaker and a listener and reverse
it. They were divided into pairs and asked to share with their partners a situation that had troubled
them. Twenty minutes were allotted for the interaction, after which they shared the outcome with
the group.
The participants looked at the exercise as a new learning experience. Some said that they felt good
to have shared another person’s problem. They could also relate it to their own situations. It was
satisfying to feel trusted. It would have been better if they had had more time for the exercise. It
was easier to talk to an unknown person than be a listener to someone known. It also revealed that
non-verbal behaviour, such as eye contact, non-judgmental attitudes, and other body languages,
help the victim to confide in the counsellor.
Women facing violence may come to the hospital with different expectations. Hence, to draw forth
feelings of reassurance in them, an attitudinal and societal change is necessary.
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It was pointed out that while one could always advise the client to take a particular step, it is
always expedient to understand the pattern of abuse suffered by the woman, to allow her to think
realistically, and to explore viable solutions with the counsellors. Only when the woman’s life is
threatened, is there a need to urge her to take specific and immediate action.
After lunch, the participants sang an inspiring song Tu Zinda Hai.
The discussion continued after lunch, which emphasised the importance of “listening” for health
care providers was emphasised. It was pointed out that women may be hesitant to talk about family
relations, sex and violence. Women often feel ashamed to reveal the abuse suffered or they may be
reluctant and fearful about betraying the family name. In such cases, it is important to be nonjudgmental.
One of the nurses narrated that a sex worker was reported to have been raped by five or six people
and was brought to the hospital for treatment. The woman, being a sex worker, suffered derision to
her complaints even from the police. If this be the kind of treatment meted out to them, they will
refrain from seeking help for fear of being insulted and discriminated against. Hence, it is essential to
restrain personal views that may hinder counselling.
Certain important principles of counselling were shared with the group. It was stressed that lending
a patient ear was an important aspect of counselling and the woman’s need to be silent should be
understood and respected by the counsellor. One must not interrupt this silence as this would
disrupt the patient’s flow of thoughts and she may be led to feel that, you, as a counsellor, were not
competent enough to deal with her feelings. The participants were also told that asking a question
was an art, and examples of both open- and close-ended questions were given. It was reiterated
that the counsellor should ask open-ended questions, which will encourage the woman to talk.
No pre- and post-tests were administered for this training.
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MODULE - I

MODULE - V

ROLE OF TRAINER

DATE

FEBRUARY 26TH AND 27TH, 2001
(One-day session for two groups)

TIME

10.30 A.M. TO 4.00 P.M.

TRAINER

RENU KHANNA

OBJECTIVES
V

To understand the principles of adult learning.

V

To help participants gain an understanding of the different methods involved in conducting a
training session.

PROCESS
The training began with an inspiring song that made the group feel more involved. Immediately after
the song, the participants were asked to play a game by forming pairs.
This was a demonstration of an introductory game that participants could use as trainers.
Participants were asked to share with their partners adjectives that described each of them. The
adjectives describing each partner should start with the first letter of his or her name. They were
also asked to describe one activity, which was typical of their gender that they liked to do, one
which was typical of their gender but they hated to do, and one which was atypical of their gender
but they liked to do. The time allotted for this sharing between the partners was 10 minutes.
For example, one participant stated that his partner Pradnya wanted to be called ‘Pretty Pradnya’.
She liked to cook which was typical of her gender, hated to clean utensils, an activity considered
typical of her gender, and liked to travel alone which was atypical of her gender.
The trainer summarised all the qualities that had emerged from the sharing, and which are listed
below.
Typical of gender
(Like to do)

Typical of gender
(Do not like to do)

Atypical of gender
(like to do)

Partying (M)

Looking after children (M)

Cooking (M)

Loves to cook (F)

Washing dishes (F)

Household work (M)

Looking after children (F)

Washing clothes (F)

Repairing electric gadgets (F)

Hosting parties (F)

Cooking food (F)

Making decisions for the family (F)

Looking after the family (F)

Wearing conventional

Camping and Army activities (F)

clothes (F)
Decorating the house (F)

Others taking decision for
one self (F)

Outdoor games (F)

Reading news paper (M)

Stitching (F)

Travelling (F)

Playing outdoor games (M)

Knitting (F)

Travelling alone (F)

Arranging flowers (F)

Partying (M)

Partying in the night (F)

To help people in their

Discussing politics (F)

Professionally aspirant (F)

difficulties (F)

Household work (F)

Providing financial support to the

To talk less (F)

Gossiping (F)

family (F)

Cleaning the house (F)

short hair cut (F)
Looking after the family (M)
Cooking (M)
Reading (F)
Leadership qualities (F)
Spend time relaxing (F)
Higher education (F)
Boxing (F)
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At the end of the sharing, the trainer stated that this exercise had brought out new facets of each
participant’s personality. The participants became more aware of how each had been socialized to
fulfil gender roles as men and women. They also discovered those aspects of their personalities that
they were not allowed to develop or even talk of. They realized that social norms did not permit
certain things because of the way society had defined the roles of men and women.
In the introductory session, the facilitator also pointed out that the learning that occurred during
the training needed to be extended to the rest of the hospital staff. Hence, the participants would
need to take on the role of trainers. This would involve drawing up a ‘sensitization programme’,
which would include understanding the objectives of Dilaasa, as well as gender issues. The trainer
elaborated upon the skills needed by a facilitator, including the use of verbal and non-verbal communication skills combined with a thorough knowledge of the subject.
After the session, the trainer divided the participants into three groups, and each group was
subsequently asked to review the three previous training workshops. Each group was given handouts (See the section “Reference Materials”) They were allotted different tasks. The time assigned
for the preparation of the presentation was 15 minutes.
GROUP - 1
Review the three trainings sessions along the following lines
V

Topics covered in the training sessions

V

The training methods used

V

The learning that occurred during the training.
In their presentation, the participants explained that in the first training workshop on gender and
domestic violence, the training methods used had been picture drawing and small-group discussion. The topics covered were types of violence and definition of domestic violence. The specific
learning targets of the participants were: (a) sensitivity to basic rights, and (b) knowledge on
the issue of domestic violence.
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The second training workshop covered the concepts of sex, gender and patriarchy. Songs,
games, small-group discussions, case studies and lectures were some of the methods used.
Participants learnt about the differences between the concepts of sex and gender, and about
women’s rights.
The third workshop covered the topic of violence against women and the role of health care
providers in addressing it. The methods used were case studies and group discussions. The
participants acquired knowledge of the ways in which the health care providers could help the
survivors of domestic violence when they entered the hospital setting.
GROUP - 2
List the methods used in the three training workshops
V

Read the handouts on Methods Used in Training (Handout No 5 from section
“Reference Materials”)

V

Review the three training workshops in the context of the methods used
The participants reported that the methods they found most useful in all the three training
workshops were 1) small-group discussions, 2) role-plays, 3) songs and games. The first helped
the participants to share their ideas, views and experiences on the given subject. It also helped
them participate more effectively. The participants were of the opinion that the small-group
discussions employed in the first and second workshops contributed in creating a friendly
atmosphere, as it enabled the participants to express their ideas freely.
Role-plays helped demonstrate the dynamics of the problem and familiarised the participants
with the positive or negative aspect of each role. The disadvantage was that there was a
possibility that the participant may over-identify him/herself with a role and thus become
emotional. This had occurred in one group where a participant had connected her role to her
personal experience.

In the case-study method, the participants were made to reflect on the experiences of the
people in it. The use of case studies in the three workshops helped them to reflect and come up
with a solution through discussions. However, the participants stated the necessity of directing
the discussion. A team-building effort was made in all the three workshops through songs.
Games involving physical activity helped participants to lose their shyness and inhibitions, encouraged participation, and facilitated familiarity. Games also helped the trainer to assess the
participants’ clarity of concepts.
The trainer pointed out that in participatory training, different methods that are interactive and
stimulating can be used. She also stated that the responsibility of learning lay as much with the
trainees as with the trainers. It was emphasized that through the use of interactive, actionoriented training methods, the learning is deeper and the recall, easier.
GROUP - 3
Make a presentation on adult learning in the context of the three training workshops
V

Read and reflect on the handout on Adult Learning. (Handout No. 4 from Reference Materials
Section)
The participants stated that they had gained information on the concepts of gender, violence,
patriarchy and other concepts at the training session through case studies and role-plays. It
was emphasised that such learning took place because these were based on life experiences. It
is important to understand that people learn what they choose to learn. The presentation
brought out that adults learn in many different ways, hence different training methods need to
be used. Good training addresses not only the intellectual but also the emotional levels of the
participants. Sharing of life experiences on violence committed by them or on them in a nonthreatening atmosphere allowed them to feel comfortable with each other. Another important
point in this presentation was that the participants were allowed to make mistakes and this
created a non-hostile environment. Adult learning also underlines the importance of respecting
the participants and the necessity of this being a two-way process. Values such as respect and
trust encouraged the participants to open up to the rest of the group.

GROUP - 4
Make a presentation on participatory learning in the context of the three workshops
V

Read and reflect on the hand out on Participatory Learning.
Materials Section).

(Handout No 6 from Reference

The presentation highlighted that participatory learning induced mutual interaction,
conceptualisation of their thoughts and created a platform where individual experiences could be
shared. The informal atmosphere of the workshops aided the participants in opening up and
sharing without inhibitions. The training that they had undergone also achieved a balance between the content and the methodology used. It discouraged value judgments and encouraged
respect for one another. Experiences of the participants proved useful for feedback and evaluation. It was also shared that the training workshops had definite objectives and schedules but
the trainers were flexible and open to new ideas from the participants. These were incorporated
into the discussions and training agenda.
CONCLUSION
At the end of the training, the trainer summarized that enjoyable ways of learning should be included
in any training programme. It was also emphasized that in order to maximize learning there is a need
to diffuse hierarchies when participants belong to different strata. When hierarchies are dissolved,
prejudices or biases do not have much influence on the sharing of life experiences. . The trainer also
needs to challenge preconceived notions (or stereotypes that participants carry) about people and
dispel them in the course of the training.
In the end, each participant gave his/her feedback of the session to the trainer in three words, and
a clap followed. The adjectives stated in the feedback included: interesting, fun, joyous, intellectual, monotonous, informative and comprehensive.
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MODULE - I

MODULE - VI

COMMUNICATION
SKILLS FOR TRAINERS
DATE

AUGUST 7TH, 2001

TIME

11.00 A.M. TO 4.00 P.M.

TRAINER

RENU KHANNA

OBJECTIVES
V

To help the participants understand the methods, principles, roles and tasks involved in conducting training sessions.

V

To gauge the preparedness of the participants in conducting training sessions.

PROCESS
The trainer asked the participants to state all that they had learnt in the last session. The gist of
what they recalled is as follows:
V

Principles of participatory training methods, such as capability and capacity of each individual;
participants developed more confidence and capacity to conduct training.

V

Principles of adult learning involve learning from life experiences; solutions to problems should be
based on life experiences; a relaxed atmosphere helps mutual learning based on sharing; respect
for what is shared helps to bring about an atmosphere of trust.

Session 1 (Skills and qualities of a ‘good’ trainer)
In the first session, the facilitator explained to the participants that each of them would have to
indicate their strengths and weaknesses as a trainer through drawings. The participants were
provided with crayons and coloured papers. Gradually, all the participants got involved in drawing,
but many felt inhibited in expressing their thoughts. This exercise evoked much laughter.
Some drawings indicated flowers in half bloom, waiting to take on the role of a trainer; some drew a
train that carries all the compartments of knowledge and skills and depicted themselves in the
driver’s seat; while some drew a small image of themselves because they felt that they were still
learning to be a trainer, and then a bigger image to represent them when they would become more
competent at this job.
STRENGTHS AS A TRAINER

POINTS TO IMPROVE UPON

*

Respect for peoples’ opinion

*

Lack of patience

*

Good at facilitation

*

Very soft voice and poor personality

*

Charming personality

*

Not a good listener

*

Industrious nature

*

Quick reactions

*

Sincere

*

Strong reactions

*

Courageous

*

Advising without listening

*

Confident

*

Need to have adequate information on

*

Cheerful nature

*

Drive to learn more

*

Inability to talk slowly

*

Non-neglecting nature

*

Fear of talking in public

*

Good at documentation

*

Good listener

*

Lively nature

*

Good at using different media

*

Ability to speak fluently in Marathi and Hindi

*

Organized and hard working

*

Good body language skills

the issue of domestic violence
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The trainer summarized the exercise by stating that the positive qualities had outweighed the
shortcomings of the group. In the light of the negative qualities listed, the trainer emphasized that
perfect knowledge is a myth as every day something new could be learnt. She also reiterated that
the fear of talking in front of a group was natural. However, one could overcome it through practice
and interaction. She gave the example of the participants themselves saying that initially they were
shy of talking to the group, but as the training progressed they began to talk and express
themselves freely.
The trainer explained that a good facilitator has to have the ability to handle irritable, bored, or
inattentive participants. She further stated that every group was going to have such participants;
hence, there is a need to be prepared for that. She emphasized that a good facilitator needs to
learn of congruence in verbal and nonverbal behaviour.
She drew the attention of the participants to the fact that she could have used the lecture method
to achieve the objectives of the first session but she used a different method so as to demonstrate
how alternative participatory and ‘fun’ methods could be used.
SESSION - 2
The trainer divided the participants into three groups. Each group was given a particular theme.
They had to read the material given to them and present it to the rest of the participants. (List of
reading material is in the section “Reference Materials”). To read the material each group was
allotted half an hour, and to make the presentation another half an hour.
Group - 1
Self evaluation of a trainer
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1. Handout on Observation Checklist for Key Trainers (Handout No 9, from Reference Materials
Section)
2. Handout on Self-evaluation Checklist for a Trainer (Handout No 10, from Reference Materials
Section)
3. Handout on Principles for Giving and Receiving Feedback (Handout No 11, from Reference
Materials Section)
Instructions
a) Read the Self-evaluation and Observation checklists
b) What is the utility of these checklists?
c) Would you like to make any modification to these checklists?
d) What are the rules of giving and receiving feedback?
e) Prepare a
trainees.

30-minute presentation on what you have read. Others in the group can act as

To communicate the contents of the handouts the group used the lecture method. They started
by explaining that the observation checklist could be used to assess how well the trainer had
followed the principles of training, as well as acquaint her to the fact that training entails the use
of participatory methods and aids. The checklist also gave the participants an idea of the
number of skills a trainer is required to have for effective communication with the trainees. It
was also emphasised that the checklist would sensitise the trainers to the minute details of
nonverbal behaviour of the participants as well as to group dynamics, which could affect the
training process.

Through the self-evaluation checklist, the trainer could know whether the learning objectives
had been fulfilled. The checklist would also help them evaluate their skills in terms of methods
used, their ability to handle bored or distracted participants, as well as other group dynamics.
It was stated that honest feedback and constructive information shared after a training session
can help a person make informed changes and improvements in the future. The act of receiving
and giving feedback between trainers and between trainers and participants is aimed at refining
the training skills and competencies of the trainers. Through feedbacks, a trainer learns from the
participants about those training aspects that interest the latter, as well as gauge the effectiveness of the methods used. This helps them plan the next training session.
Group - 2
Use of games and exercises in participatory training
1. Handout on games and exercises. (Handout No 12, from Reference Materials Section)
Instructions
a) Read the handouts and exercises allotted to your group.
b) Select one exercise for testing it out on the group.
c) Identify two facilitators from the group who would conduct a 15-20 minute game or exercise
session with the group.
d) Conduct the exercise with 6-8 participants.
e) Group 1 observes the facilitators conducting the session and uses the observation checklist to
provide feedback, keeping in mind the rules of giving feedback.
f) The facilitators should do their self-evaluation first and then follow the rules for receiving feedback.
The facilitators started their presentation with a game in which each member would clap thrice
and then utter the name of either a fruit or an animal alternately.. For example, if A clapped
thrice and said Apple, then the next participant would have to clap thrice and name an animal
and not a fruit, and so on.
After the game, the facilitators stated the importance of games in participatory training. However, the game should be related to the topic that is being discussed. The facilitator also
elucidated that the length of the game should be appropriate. Too long ones result in too much
training time being wasted and could lead to boredom. The trainee facilitators also pointed out
that a game could evoke different reactions from the participants. The trainer should be specific
about the learning outcomes expected from the game and use the game accordingly.
After the presentation, members of Group 1 gave their feedback to the trainee facilitators of
Group 2.
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Group - 3
Role of health care providers for violence against women
Handout on Gender-based Violence and its Health Effects (Handout No 13, from Reference Materials
Section)
Instructions
a) Read the handout (page 6, 11-13).
b) What do you think the various persons of the hospital could do to address violence against
women?
c) What are the barriers that need to be overcome in order to enable them to play the suggested
roles?
d) Design a half hour session using participatory methods and test it on the group.
In their presentation, the trainee facilitator of Group 3 stated that each member of the hospital
staff had an active role to play in dealing with women who reported domestic violence. The
group chalked out different ways in which health care providers could help a woman develop
trust in them. Points listed were positive body language, proper observation, being gentle in
probing for history and spending five minutes with the woman alone to provide her an opportunity
to confide about anything else that she might want to. The facilitator also conducted a role-play
to explain the role of a health care provider in addressing domestic violence.
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However, some members of this group were not able to focus on their role as trainers. They
remained in their role as health care providers and enumerated only the problems that prevented
them from addressing violence as a health issue. They stated that they were under great work
pressure and it was impossible for them to refer such women to Dilaasa. Following this, other
participants also began listing their difficulties in making referrals, thus digressing from the task
given to them.
CONCLUSION
The trainer summarized all the three presentations by stating that games and exercises are an
important element in participatory training. Hence, facilitators need to be skilled in their use. The
trainer also reiterated the importance of giving and receiving feedback and the need to do it
sensitively. The obstacles that the participants ran into while dealing with women facing domestic
violence were also discussed. However, as trainers, the participants need to develop skills that can
enable their trainees to see beyond these obstacles and to come up with alternatives through which
they, as health care providers, could address violence as a health issue.
The training ended with the participants filling in the post-test sheets and giving oral feedbacks
about the training session. Most of the participants found it interesting and lively. The participants
also stated that the recap of the previous session was very helpful as they could connect well with
what they had learnt. Some suggested that the workshop should be for two-days as it was difficult
to absorb all the information at one time. Another suggestion was to make the handouts available in
Hindi and Marathi.
Interested participants were then asked to come forward and express their interest in conducting
training for rest of the hospital staff. A few of them did so. It was decided to hold a meeting with
these individuals later for more concrete planning.

MODULE - I

MODULE - VII

GENDER BASED
VIOLENCE AND
ROLE OF HEALTH
CARE PROFESSIONALS
DATE

FEBRUARY 9TH, 2002
(One-day session with the full group)

TIME

9.00 A.M. TO 4.00 P.M.

TRAINER

MANISHA GUPTE

OBJECTIVES
V

To understand gender-based violence and its manifestations.

V

To understand the health consequences of violence against women.

V

To bring about the realization that violence is a public health issue.

V

To explore the role of health care providers in dealing with gender-based violence.

V

To think of an integrated and ward-wise plan to address the issue of violence against women.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SESSION
V

Recap of the previous sessions

V

Small-group discussions and presentations based on certain questions related to gender-based
violence

V

Effects of sexual violence, and the ways in which it takes place

V

Case study, discussions and presentations

PROCESS
One of the sisters asked us whether she could include one more participant who was interested in
participating in Manisha’s training session. This indicated an attitudinal change; last year participants had to be literally coaxed into coming while today people were coming of their own volition.
The trainer said because of certain personal crises a long gap between training sessions had
occurred.
The trainer started by asking the participants the meaning of gender. One of the staff nurses stated
that gender has been forced upon women by the patriarchal society. Men and women differ biologically, where women have childbearing capacity and can breast-feed their offspring if they wish to.
The trainer elaborated that biological differences related to the reproductive and sexual organs
were exaggerated in such a way that ‘gender’ roles were considered to be ‘biological or naturegiven’. She told the group that these days the notion of ‘two-sex’ theory was also being questioned.
Many people are born intersexual (that is having biological characteristics of both the sexes). These
people surgically change their sex to either be a male or a female. If only we could let people be
what they are in terms of sex or gender, they would not have to change their bodies to fit gender
expectations. The trainer reminded the group of the earlier sessions on sex and gender and said that
even if women give birth to children, it is wrong to assume that they should solely take full responsibility of the children. Expecting only women to have all the maternal instincts and love is a gender
construct; men can also feel the same. However, gender specific roles do not allow men to enjoy the
experience of childrearing.
The trainer elaborated that gender biases are further encouraged through statements like ‘Why are
you crying like a girl’? These are some of the ways in which children are conditioned into gender
stereotypes. She also discussed the Marathi translation of “gender”, which is called ling bhav or
samajik ling, whereas biological sex could be translated as sharirik ling. It was stressed that gender
changes over time, with regard to culture, region, religion, race, caste and class, but that biological
sex more or less remains constant across these categories. Customs and traditions also affect
gender. However, there are some people who are trying to change it while some others are still
sticking to it. The example of Bajrang Dal was given which had threatened that if girls wore skirts to
school their feet would be slashed with blades. Women are expected to ‘wear’ their caste, ethnicity
and marital status through their clothes and appearance more than men are. That is why it is easy
to identify women of a particular caste or religion easily.
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The trainer noted that there is no discrimination in nature’s mind when male or female are created;
however the social value that is added to (or subtracted from) biological sex creates gender and
through that, discrimination is socially generated.
Another example given was that of the concept of dowry which was generated out of greed and not
because women are inherently inferior to men. In some societies a bride-price has to be paid instead
of dowry, and in some, no exchange of money takes place during marriage. Dowry is a sociallyconstructed norm in some societies based on the notion of gender, whereas women in nature are
born equal to men. Hence, it is wrong to say “We do not want to have a girl child because we cannot
provide for her dowry”. It would be more practical, as well as ethical, to do away with the custom of
dowry (which is created by us and is discriminatory) rather than to do away with girls. You cannot
solve a problem by eliminating those who are victimised by it.
The trainer then divided the participants into two groups; each group discussed four questions and
made a presentation on the same.
The questions given were as follows:
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*

List out the kinds of violence based on gender.

*

Why does gender-based violence occur?

*

What are the physical, psychological, financial, and social effects of gender-based violence?

*

In what form do we see gender-based violence among women who come to our hospital?

The time allotted for the discussion was 30 minutes. The trainer explained each question with the
help of examples. Each group was directed to have a timekeeper, one to make the presentation, and
one to take down notes and write the transparency for presentation in the larger group. The trainer
reiterated that a verbal dual or an argument was not an act of violence. Violence occurs where the
intent is to harm, hurt, or humiliate. It also depicts an inherent power relation, which is unequal. This
is evident when a husband quarrels with his wife. Similarly, in a hospital setting when a doctor
speaks rudely to a class IV employee, it shows an unequal power relation.
GROUP - 1
One of the doctors made the presentation.
She stated that violence against women begins even before their birth. Most people grieve the birth
of a girl child. There is often discrimination in the naming ceremony of a boy or girl. In the development stages too, discrimination is obvious in the way a girl is given a certain kind of toy to play with,
the clothes she is made to wear, the education she is given, and the restrictions on her outdoor play
activities. When a girl starts menstruating, her participation in religious ceremonies is restricted and
so is her travel during night. As soon as the girl starts menstruating, she is married without any
choice for a husband. Before marriage, the family is trying to get her married off because she is seen
as a burden. Post-marriage, she faces violence in different forms. At times, it is in the form of
demands for dowry, or mental, physical and sexual harassment from her husband, or financial control
over her or control over her personality and social life.
The doctor stated that gender-based violence takes place because of unequal power relations
between men and women. This situation gets aggravated through social upbringing, customs, religion, caste and patriarchy. She stated that extreme forms of violence are also inflicted by sadistic
individuals. Other aspects that make people violent include poverty, joblessness, bad habits such as
alcoholism.
She said that violence is borne out of economic inequality, as the women are dependent on the
breadwinner of the house; and thus the vicious circle of violence continues. Physically she undergoes injuries of a different nature and intensity each time she is beaten and which could lead to
abortions, or stunted growth of the foetus. Psychologically she may often feel depressed, and may
suffer from lack of sleep and other personality disorders.

In society, the inequality in the rights of men and women is evident. In the political sphere too
society does not accept women at all, barring a few exceptions.
The trainer stated that women facing violence might come to the hospital reporting physical injuries
and psychological trauma. In the case of the former these could be bruises, CLW’s (contused
lacerated wound), head injuries, burns, consumption of poison, and abortions. In the case of the
latter, she may report vague and repetitive complaints, loss of sleep and sexual feelings, anorexia, or
have suicidal tendencies. Thus, merely giving medicines for her overt complaints is not the solution;
what is required is a probe into her psychological sufferings, as well as occurrences of violence in
her life.
The presentation was well received by the participants.
GROUP - 2
One of the nurses made the presentation for this group.
Group 2 had made an exhaustive list of violence. They had started by listing out the violence in the
following forms: sex detection tests, forced abortion, female infanticide, lack of proper education for
girls, types of games taught to her and discrimination on the basis of what games she should play,
less nutritious food for girls as compared to boys, social restrictions on mobility after menstruation,
restrictions on the type of clothes she wears, training in mannerism (such as do not laugh loudly, no
right to participate in a discussion), restrictions in general such as not allowing her for outdoor
picnics or overnight stays, becoming victims of eve-teasing, being taunted if she happens to give
birth to a girl child, taunted too for not having a child, her behaviour becomes suspect, subjected to
severe violence- such as rape, sexual harassment, burns, homicide and suicide.
The trainer then led the discussion towards the consequences of gender-based violence. Gender
discrimination and customs, such as purdah (or burqua), denial of basic human rights to women,
expecting them to be dependent on the family and the community, social restrictions, discriminatory
or gender-insensitive laws and policy, child rearing practices for girls, as well as secondary status of
women within the family have severe implications for women both inside and outside the home.
Economic implications of violence include dependency, deprivation of basic needs, control over her
earning, a feeling of being unproductive in doing household work, a feeling that the kind of work she
is doing is not for her growth as a person but merely to supplement the household income. Often, a
woman does not even have access to her own earnings or a bank account in her name. Socially, she
does not have much say in the decision-making pertaining to her own life, as she is expected to
follow the decisions made by others for her. She suffers from lack of self-confidence, lack of selfrespect, and often an early marriage thwarts her growth. In case of early widowhood or divorce,
she may be forced by her parents to remarry, or if she is widowed at a later stage, she may become
a dependant on her son. Throughout her life, she remains dependent on someone or the other in the
family. Physically, this results in never-ending weakness, premature ageing or premature death.
Neglect also leads to various disabling conditions such as untreated eye (or cataract) problems,
infertility, and so on. Psychologically, it adversely affects self-esteem, creates feelings of worthlessness and self-harm, induces feelings of frustration, or a sense of being trapped, and often gives
rise to a desire to commit suicide. We see gender-based violence manifested in our hospital wards in
the form of burn and poisoning cases, assaults, headache, insomnia, fractures, depression, anaemia,
and lower backache. One also sees violence affecting the reproductive and sexual well being of
women. Women and girls often come to us after being raped - often by their own family members.
The trainer summarized the issues that emerged from the two presentations. Women are not expected to work for their self-enhancement but only to fulfil the needs of the family — be it the inlaws, children, husband, or her own parental family. It was also brought out that the kind of
household work a woman does is monotonous, repetitive, unchanging in it’s quality, and over and
above, it is unpaid labour. She can never finish this work in advance or all together. For example, the
dishes cannot be washed once in fifteen days, or beds cannot be made altogether for a week.
Chores like cooking food, sending the children to school, filling water, and other tasks have to be
done on a daily basis and at a specified time. For this reason, she is expected to be at home at all
hours. Hence, even if there is absence of overt violence in the life of a woman, the husband may
complain, “We have such a lovely house and kids, but she just does not take interest.” There are
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other times when a tired husband comes home and sees that the food is not cooked ‘on time’ and
feels justified in slapping his wife. The never-ending nature of women’s work is neither understood
nor appreciated.
One of the participants, a doctor, said, “When a woman is tired of her job she can leave it, but what
can she do if she is tired of doing the same work at home?” The trainer emphasised that it is
acceptable for a woman to leave her work outside home but if she finds that she is tired of her
household chores she has no real option. Women’s household work is considered more important
than her wage labour - this results in the myth that a woman’s earning is only secondary or
supplementary to the man’s income. A man on the other hand is never expected to quit his job.
However, a man has the theoretical option of leaving his job and staying at home - a woman cannot
give up her home for a paid job so easily. While a man’s status largely depends on his ability to bring
home the family income, a woman’s status entirely depends on whether she lives with her family or
not.
When a married woman goes to her natal family as a guest, she is welcomed, asked to dress up
brightly, encouraged to go and meet her friends. The fact that she is ‘happily’ married is made public
to all. However, if she returns to her natal family after being thrown out of her husband’s home, she
is made to feel unwelcome and is seen as a burden and a source of social embarrassment to the
family. If she is allowed to stay, her brother then exerts strict control on her, and monitors her
behaviour minutely. Restrictions are placed on what she can or cannot wear, whom she should talk
to, and where she should or should not go. Hence, it is necessary to realise that because a woman
does not really have a choice, she ends up staying with her husband since society accepts her living
there. The family, as well as the community, also glorifies women when they stay in their marital
home inspite of severe violence.
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The trainer stated that societal changes are like a pendulum; hence any effort to change society
often results in severe backlash. Since discrimination-whether it is based on class, caste or gender,
is created by society, it will not accept a change in the established status quo very easily. The
trainer stated that the two groups had made an exhaustive list of the health consequences of
violence faced by women and elaborated on the effects of sexual violence on their health. Sexuality
is considered to be such an intimate issue that it is often not discussed publicly, and therefore the
existence of sexual violence is not recognised. She further elaborated that sexuality, which can
become a wonderful means of communication between intimate partners, is unfortunately seen as a
tool of control. We get upset (and rightly so) when a young girl is raped, but do we feel upset when
a young girl is married off? Do we recognise the right of a woman to say no to sex within marriage ?
If she denies sex to her husband, either she is forced into it, or she faces physical violence, or faces
threat of being deserted. Women are also not able to confide in their partners if they have been
sexually abused, because their husbands may be disgusted, and even accuse them and their family
of hiding facts. Hence, women have to keep that trauma bottled up. Sexual violence is not to be
understood only as vaginal penetration by the penis. As health workers, we have to be sensitive to
various kinds of sexual violence. This violence could be perpetrated through sexist comments, men
exposing their genitals to women, touching someone sexually against their will, forced prostitution,
asking for sex from women in junior positions at work, and so on. In extreme forms of violence,
women have also reported of chilli powder and sharp objects being forced into their genitals. If we
are not aware of the varied forms of violence, how will we understand women’s silences? If we
appear shocked at what a woman tells us, or if we start ‘prescribing’ advice to her, how will she tell
us what is bothering her? The important lessons, therefore, are not to pass judgement, not to
provide ready-made answers, and not to treat the woman just as a victim. We should not take
decisions on her behalf, but should create an environment in which she can make her own decisions.
Health care providers need to be especially sensitive to women reporting sexual violence, so that
they are able to access our services. This change can begin at Bhabha Hospital with the help of
Dilaasa.
A question raised by one of the participants was, “What could a man do if a woman refused sex?” To
which the trainer replied that first and foremost we need to find out the reasons for not wanting
sex. If there was no serious problem of incompatibility or of violence, then there was a need for
individual counselling for both the partners, starting with the sharing of good experiences. There are
counsellors who help the sexual relation to build up gradually, without putting pressure on either of
the partners. We often confuse sexuality with intercourse. We forget that sexuality is much more
than that. Communicating with a smile or with our eyes is important, after which body contact may

feel good. There is a need for the woman to emotionally want the sexual act and to be aroused,
because the sexual act is not just physical. The trainer also highlighted the fact that the therapist
should provide the couple with skills so that they may feel comfortable and find the sexual act
mutually pleasurable. She stated that forcing someone to have sex without his/her consent is a
gross violation of his/her dignity. The trainer used two transparencies to communicate the manifestations of sexual violence (Annexure 3 and 4). She said that the transparencies were not fully
applicable to our needs, as they had been made in the context of American society. However, they
provided some food for thought.
While concluding the morning session, the trainer said that women have also been brought up on a
particular model of what a “male” should be like, and hence they are often not accepting of any men
who are thought to be soft. One often criticizes them as being ‘unmanly’ or ‘hen-pecked’.
The lunch was delayed and the participants kept raising questions. One of the participants observed
that it has always been argued that men drink alcohol, however, Adivasi women also consume liquor.
The trainer explained that social drinking is acceptable among women in the Adivasi communities
because those communities are more liberal and open than ours. Drinking is permissible for men and
women, but is socially monitored. Over drinking was not encouraged. The problem of alcoholism
among tribals did not exist until non-tribals began exploiting them for their labour and forest resources. An unequal barter system existed between the Adivasi communities and the non-tribals.
Often, they would get paid black jaggery in return for their labour. Alcohol, which was earlier made
from forest produce (such as the flowers of the mahua tree) in small quantities, is now made in large
quantities from jaggery. The alcohol consumption was very regulated in the Advasi community, until
the time that their land was encroached upon by the dominant communities. We should not judge
any community for a certain behaviour that we might find objectionable. Speaking of tribal culture in
India, the trainer said that there is no concept (or word) for rape in the Adivasi communities because
their lifestyle is liberal, and the boy and girl have a choice to decide upon their life partner. Divorce,
as well as pre-marital sexual relationships, is not frowned upon.
One of the participants asked the trainer the meaning of sexual harassment at the workplace and
the ways in which it happens. To which another participant stated that it was all a question of
unequal power play where the victims were naturally the less powerful. The example of a fellow
nurse, Aruna Shanbaugh, was cited. After being raped, she has been in a coma for more than 25
years. The rapist is moving around freely after having served a short jail sentence. He has again
got employment. One of the staff nurses said that sexual harassment also took place in the Bhabha
Hospital. A hospital employee had threatened a nurse that if she tried to act “over-smart” then he
would do to her what had been done to Aruna Shanbaugh. The trainer endorsed the feelings of the
participant and explained that one needed to pass on to as many people as possible what one learnt
here, so that everyone knows what their rights are.
Drastic changes cannot be brought about quickly, but the fact that there are women nurses and
doctors today provides a role model for one’s children and grandchildren. Such role models were not
available before. The change is slow, but today one sees young fathers carrying their children on
the road, or laugh and talk to their wives in public. This was not ‘openly’ witnessed a few years ago.
One of the staff nurses pointed out that these days women also conduct cremations and insist on
performing the last rites of their parents. This suggests a shift in the way the family sees their
daughters. This is a positive change. Another nurse said that nowadays women are dressing up in
shorts and tight clothes, which is vulgar, so why do they do it? To this, the trainer responded that
how one dresses up is a personal issue. All of us try to dress according to the occasion. For example,
we dress differently when we go to work and differently when we go for a social gathering or on a
special occasion. However, it is important to note that all the restrictions on dress are for women.
Do Indian men wear Indian clothes? No, they wear shirts and trousers, which is a European way of
dressing. No one pounces on a man if he bares his body while having a bath in public, so why should
we accept the argument that a man may feel like pouncing on a woman if she wears short clothes?
Hence, the problem lies in the perceptions in which society views women. Examples were given of
women doing modelling. What a woman wears while she models is not to be seen as shameful for
that woman, because one should always keep in mind that multi-national corporations would cash in
on these displays of clothing and cosmetics and rake in billions of dollars of profits worldwide. To
show how the concept of decency may be different in different societies, the trainer cited the
example of the sari, which was perceived as a conventional and decent attire in Maharashtra.
However, women from Punjab found it vulgar because it does not cover the legs and showed off the
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midriff. The traditional costume of the Punjabis - the salwar-kameez— covers the legs as well as the
midriff. In Maharashtra wearing a salwar-kameez is considered fashionable! The trainer added that
one has to question both women’s bodies being covered out of shame and women’s bodies being
exposed for business interests by other people. What really matters is what the woman herself
wants. The session ended on the note that people must be recognized on the basis of what they are
and not what they wear.
The post-lunch session started with giving a case study to each group. The trainer told the group
that it would be good for each group to have participants well-versed in English as well as in
Marathi. The time allotted for group discussion was 30 minutes, while that for presentation was 15
minutes.
GROUP - 1
Health Professionals and VAW – Case Study 1 – A
Dr. Kumar has been working as a gynaecologist in a city government hospital for the past 20 years.
He wanted to do private practice after his post-graduation but did not have enough money to start
a hospital. His older brother, who is an orthopaedic, got a lot of dowry and so could start a hospital
of his own. Dr. Kumar feels that his family gives his brother more importance than they do to him.
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Day after day, Dr. Kumar sees women come in for deliveries as well as with gynaecological problems.
He works hard, and often feels that he cannot give enough time to his children. During the past two
months, he has been shouldering more work, because his colleague Dr. Jacob has been attending
some training sessions in the hospital. In the beginning, Dr. Jacob attended the training only because the Dean had insisted that he do so, but now he enjoys the sessions. Ever since the training
began, Dr. Jacob is seen by his colleagues as acting funnily at his job. He insists that they should
look at women’s complaints more carefully. He says that one should ask questions about domestic
violence. Dr. Kumar is horrified. He feels that whatever happens inside the home is none of their
business, and the job of finding out such things is that of the social workers.
Today, a 30-year-old woman named Rehana has come to the hospital OPD with severe white
discharge, backache, and third degree uterine prolapse. She is accompanied by her husband and her
face is covered with a burqua. Dr. Jacob, however, sees some bruises on her wrist and asks her
about it. She says that she has fallen down. Dr. Kumar is irritated because Dr. Jacob insists that a
nurse should give her a check up to find out if there are any other marks on her body. He also wants
to talk to the woman in private. Dr. Kumar feels if people are so backward and wanted to cover their
faces, why should one go out of the way to ask such personal questions? He scolds Dr. Jacob and
tells him to stop wasting time. After this, Dr. Jacob keeps quiet the whole day.
Rehana was asked to get admitted to the hospital for surgery, but she was worried about her young
children. Dr. Kumar told her that he could not help her if she behaved so irresponsibly. After being
prescribed some medicines, the woman left.
Dr. Kumar went home feeling very upset. He felt that patients unnecessarily wasted the precious
time of the doctors. People were afflicted with such problems because they were unhygienic and
dirty. Maybe the woman’s husband had four wives and was spreading the infection around. What
could doctors do about such people?
At home, when his wife complained that he wasn’t helping their son with his XII standard studies, he
got angry, shouted at her, and told her to shut up. He said that if her parents had given her enough
dowry, he would not be working in such bad conditions for such a pittance. She has been crying
ever since.
Points for discussion
1. In what ways are Dr Kumar’s personal frustrations affecting his job?
2. How do you think that he and Dr Jacob can resolve their conflicts?
3. What problems, at the level of the hospital, make it difficult for women to feel comfortable and
safe?

4. What needs to be done at the level of the hospital ward to make it more meaningful for the
women who come there?
5. In what ways can a gender-sensitisation training help to make this happen?
Presentation of Group-1
1. In what ways are Dr. Kumar’s personal frustrations affecting his job?
The presentation brought out that the patient-doctor relationship was lost and so was the
mutual relation between doctors. There was irritability, dependence, anger as well as disinterest
in the job. There was low self-esteem; overload led to frustration which was then vented on a
junior doctor. Concentration and focus were absent. He also had certain prejudices and was
judgmental.
2. How do you think that he and Dr. Jacob can resolve their conflicts?
Dr Kumar can ask Dr Jacob about the changes in his attitude and try to understand the reasons
for the same. Dr. Kumar also needs to understand his role as a doctor, a colleague, and most
importantly, as a human being. The group felt that his behaviour needed to be changed at the
earliest.
3. What problems, at the level of the hospital, make it difficult for women to feel comfortable and
safe?
The patient has no privacy. The relative, who accompanies her to the hospital, is often disinterested in the patient. The heath- care providers have made watertight compartments of their job
profiles, and do not connect the various physical problems that the victim faces. It is also
difficult for a woman to talk to a male doctor. He often has a judgmental attitude, and the
patient feels guilty for having wasted the doctor’s time.
4. What do you think needs to be done at the level of the hospital ward to make it more meaningful
for the women who come there?
There is a need to provide a comforting, reassuring and respectful environment for the patient.
There should be genuine interest and empathy so that her confidence is built up. There is a need
to take a holistic approach inclusive of physical, psychological, and social realities.
5. In what ways can a gender-sensitisation training help to make this happen?
The health care providers need to probe into unexplainable aches, pains and injuries. Introspection though the process of training is required.
GROUP-2
Health professionals and VAW: Case Study 1-B
Rehana is a 30-year-old woman living in an urban slum. Her parents got her married to a man who
lived in the city so that she could escape the hard life and poverty of the village. Rehana took a long
time to adjust to the highly-crowded slum, the lack of privacy, and an extremely small home. She
has two children. In the past fifteen years, Rehana and her husband have had to move from one
slum to another either because of demolitions or communal riots. Now they live in a predominantly
Muslim neighbourhood because they feel safe there. Rehana now has to wear a burqua, which she
never did before, and feels suffocated in it. To make matters worse, six years ago, her husband lost
his job at the factory as it closed down suddenly. The money he received was used up to pay the
heavy deposit on their present room. Her husband, who was a hardworking man, now has to go in
search of daily labour. He feels frustrated and has begun to drink.
Rehana has been suffering from backache for the past two years but she can get no rest. She also
has white discharge. When she mentioned it to her husband, he told her to forget about it. Recently,
she has been getting the sensation that there is something heavy between her thighs. Sometimes
when she coughs or presses down hard during defecation, she feels that something is coming out of
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her body. She feels very scared about it and has taken medicines from a local dargah to fight off,
what she believes, are evil spirits in her body. She finds it very difficult to have sex and suffers from
severe pain after intercourse. Because she avoids sex, her husband has begun to get suspicious of
her and says that she must be having another lover. He feels that she will leave him for a richer man.
Last night, Rehana’s husband forced her to have sex. When she tried to move away, he caught hold
of her wrist and twisted it. He also slapped her. After intercourse, Rehana started bleeding, which
scared her husband. He promised to take her to the hospital if she promised not to disclose family
secrets to anyone. This morning, Rehana, along with her husband, went to the nearest government
hospital where they had to wait for two hours in the gynaecology OPD before they could get see a
doctor. Her husband lost his daily wages because of this delay. When the doctor finally saw her, she
could sense that he felt disgusted with her condition. There was another younger doctor who
seemed more sensitive – even through the burqua he noticed the bruises on her wrist and made
enquiries. But how could she tell him the truth in front of so many people? She said that she had
fallen down. She also felt scared to tell the doctor about her husband’s behaviour, because she felt
they would give him up to the police. Would the police treat her husband as a terrorist or a criminal?
The two doctors began to speak in English and she felt as though the older doctor was scolding the
younger one. That further frightened her.
Rehana was told that she needed surgery, but who would take care of the children when her
husband went out to work? The doctor was angry with her when she said that she had to go home.
He wrote out some medicines for her. When she asked if she could get the drugs free in the hospital,
he said that the government had now stopped giving free medicines and that she would have to buy
them herself. Rehana left with the prescription, knowing that she had no money to buy them. She
also knew that the doctor would be angry if she came back again without having taken the prescribed medicines and so she does not know where to go now.
Points for discussion
1. What are the various problems that Rehana has faced in her life?
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2. What choices did she have or not have?
3. Why did she return from the hospital without receiving any real help?
4. What do you think will happen now?
5. What can be done, at the level of the hospital, to make the services more meaningful to women?
Presentation by Group-2
1.

What are the various problems that Rehana has faced in her life?

Rehana had problems in adjusting to her life in the urban slums. She had to constantly move from
one urban slum to the other. She was also scared of the police and the other people around her. The
problem was further aggravated with burkha. Her husband was jobless and moreover, had become
an alcoholic. She was also facing gynaecological problems, such as white discharge, prolapsed
uterus, and pain during and after intercourse. She is also scared of her husband being suspicious
because she avoids sex. However, most of the times it is forced upon her. She has faced physical
violence when she refuses to have sex. Her husband dominates her all the time and does not even
allow her to confide her problems to the doctor.
2.

What choices did she have or not have?

Rehana had no choice in the selection of her husband, housing, financial problems, and husband’s
dominating behavior. She has no freedom from household chores. The choices available to her
include confiding in a neighbour about her problems.She can reveal proper history to the doctor.
3.

Why did she return from the hospital without receiving any real help?

She returned from the hospital because the health care providers were not sensitive to her problems. She refused the surgery because her children would be left alone at home. She also had
financial problems and hence, to get the operation done would mean more expense. She did not

even have the money to get medicines for herself.
4.

What do you think will happen now?

Rehana will continue to suffer from the illness and may come to the hospital when her condition
deteriorates further. She may either go back to her native place, seek some quack’s services that
may be less expensive, or attempt suicide if the situation becomes unbearable.
5.

What can be done at the level of the hospital to make the services more meaningful to women?

The hospital staff could be made more sensitive to women. Help could be sought from the social
workers in terms of financial aid, counselling, and motivation for surgery. The health care provider
should also make an attempt to know the proper medical history of the woman, as well as that of her
relatives.
At the end of both the presentations, the trainer stated that both were done very well and that
they reflected their understanding of and sensitivity to the issues concerned. We have to realise
that when someone faces violence, they cannot exercise choices in the way that we understand
choices. So we have to create a space (often inter-linked with the various wards in the hospital)
wherein the woman can freely speak out. The trainer further added that the doctor had certain
prejudices that could be dangerous.
To explain the general prejudice that exists against a certain community or religion, the example of
the bombing of the World Trade Centre was given. Osama Bin Laden was alleged to have a hand in it
and incidentally, he was a Muslim. However, the general belief prevailing after the attack was that
every Muslim was a Bin Laden. The trainer gave the example of how, when a woman employee of the
hospital was being harassed by a man, she made a police complaint. However, the police gave it a
communal colour as the man was a Muslim and stated, “These Muslim men deserve to be beaten up”.
The trainer said that although Rehana might want some action to be taken against her husband’s
violent behaviour, she does not want him to be hit inhumanely because of the biases of the police.
He is the only support that she has as of now. She would rather not make any complaint if it
endangers his life. Added to this was her insecurity of belonging to a minority community, upon
which the majority of the people looked down. Who could she trust – the police and the court who
may not understand her problem or her own husband who needed to be protected from the majority
community? Thus, while dealing with violence against women, one has to work on our own prejudices and biases against minorities of all kinds.
Dr. Kumar is not sensitive about why Rehana is wearing a burqua. He is not able to see that the
social insecurity is what brought the concept of burqua. He also forgets that many women of the
majority community also have to cover their heads or their faces at all times. Dr. Kumar also does
not consider the various factors that could lead to a uterine prolapse, such as carrying too much
weight, complications during delivery, and inadequate rest. Without considering these factors, Dr.
Kumar calls Rehana’s behaviour irresponsible and then blames her husband also. The trainer pointed
out that health care was inadequately available in villages and inspite of this facility being easily
available in urban areas, most women were not able to approach them freely because of the lack of
sensitivity shown by the health care providers. Dr. Kumar is hard working, but this is not of much use
because of his insensitivity and biases towards women patients of Rehana’s community. The trainer
further reiterated that people have to take time off from their work to come to the hospital. Hence,
the questions that the health care providers need to think about include distance a woman may
have to travel to reach the hospital, whether there are relatives with her, and why they are not
allowing her to talk. Asking these questions is not very time-consuming – it is more a question of
changing one’s attitudes and mindsets. If one is sensitised to these issues, it will definitely bring
about a change that will reassure a woman who comes to us after having faced violence. The
example of Dr. Jacob was discussed in this context.
The trainer summed up the session by stating that CEHAT members of the Dilaasa staff may move out after
a few years, but people within the hospital would continue to run the Centre. Hence, there is a need to start
putting certain structures in place. There is a need to understand that the relationship between the provider
and the client is a very intimate one. Issues discussed in these sessions should not be treated lightly or as
matters for gossip. It is important to maintain confidentiality, trust, and ethics in the relationship with women
who come to us. Perhaps women employees of the hospital may need to visit Dilaasa sometime. One should
not talk loosely about these cases because it is important to maintain the sanctity of these confidences.
Otherwise, the trust invested in the Centre will be lost and even the employees of the hospital will not be
able to approach Dilaasa if the need arises.
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P a r t i c i p a n t s’
Feedback

Participatory training methodology lays substantial importance on feedback from the participants. As
the methodology seeks to convey the training objectives through games, case studies and role-plays,
the learning process takes place through them. Since the group of trainers at the hospital- doctors,
nurses and other para medical staff, were adults, the resource persons used the participatory training
methodology for their sessions.
The resource persons either gave both pre- and post-test surveys for their sessions or only gave one
of them. A separate file was made for each of the key trainers so that one could gauge their progress.
There were certain problems that we faced. Many key trainers could not attend all the training
sessions because of other hospital duties, some joined the day’s session late so did not fill in the pretest sheet, or some left early and did not fill in the post-test sheet. As we had not envisaged these
problems at the beginning, we had not taken any steps to avoid this. Given this situation, we have
therefore not attempted to scientifically score the responses of the key trainers. That being the case,
no attempt has been made to comment on the effectiveness of any training session. We have,
however, collated the overall responses of the group to a particular training session and cited some
common responses of the participants.
Before the first training module of the key trainers began, the trainer administered a baseline
questionnaire to get a feel of the general attitudes of the key trainers towards gender and violence. It
consisted of statements about gender, domestic violence and the role of health care providers in
responding to women patients facing domestic violence. Participants were asked to indicate whether
they agreed or disagreed with these statements. The view that prevailed in the group at that time
was that there was a need for a centre like Dilaasa in the hospital. However, they felt that it was the
social workers’ job to look into the problem of domestic violence. They also thought of domestic
violence as a social problem, and hence, they had no role to play as they belonged to the medical
fraternity.
Some of the myths held by the key trainers prior to the training programme were
1. “Women can bear pain and illness better than men”
2. “Whatever happens between a husband and wife is a personal issue, and therefore we should
not interfere”
3. “Poor families report of a higher incidence of violence; compulsory family planning will solve the
national problem of poverty”
4. “We need not get involved in issues of violence
husbands anyway”

because women will finally return to their

5. “Interfering in domestic violence is not our job, because we are only the medical staff”
6. “As far as possible, we should avoid getting involved with police and court procedures in the
hospital”
The focus of the first training session was on creating awareness about domestic violence as a public
health issue and motivating them to become key trainers for the Dilaasa project. The resource person
did not give any post-test here.
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The second training module dealt with building a perspective on gender-based violence therefore
concepts such as the difference between gender and biological sex, patriarchy, and the need for
gender sensitivity were dealt with. The pre- and post-tests for this session consisted of three questions: What is the difference between gender and sex? What is patriarchy? What is the need to have
gender sensitivity?
In the pre-test most of the participants were able to state that there was a difference between sex
and gender. While in the post-test, most of them were able to explain what gender means.
We give here the responses of one key trainerPre-test response: “Sex is an individual trait while gender is a group trait.”
Post-test response: “Sex is determined by birth and gender is determined by the way in which one is
conditioned by society. Biological sex cannot be changed; it is universal, while the concept of gender
changes with society and culture. It brings forth inequality and discrimination.”
To the question on patriarchy, most were able to state that it means “male dominance in society” in
the pre-test; the post-test responses state what patriarchy meant and how it affected women. To
cite an example: “Women are not a part of the decision-making process and are not even allowed to
make decisions about the family. The do’s and don’ts which they are supposed to follow are decided by
the male members of the family, and which are also obeyed by others in the family.”
Most of the participants could not understand the concept of gender sensitivity in the pre-test, but
were able to state the need for gender sensitivity in bringing about awareness and raising the status
of women, amongst others, in the post-test. One respondent said: “Gender sensitivity is needed to
make society aware of women’s rights.”
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The third training module focused on gender and violence, as well as the role of health care providers
in responding to domestic violence. Only a post-test was administered for this training workshop,
which had the following questions: What is the relation between gender and violence? What is the role
of a health care provider in handling the issue of domestic violence?
To the first question, the participants understood that gender and violence were linked but they were
not able to describe the relationship. They said what gender meant and also the fact that violence
was inflicted on women by men. For example, one participant said: “Gender is a social construct and
hence violence is a phenomenon that has been taught. Hence, women are taught to tolerate
violence.”
To the second question, very few participants were able to state clearly that the role of health care
providers was to treat, document, and refer women for counselling. Most of them said that they could
treat such cases but it was after all a social issue. Thus, it appeared that the link between violence
and the role of the health care provider was not comprehended well at the training session.
The fourth training module gave an insight to the key trainers on basic skills of counselling, with a
special focus on listening as a skill. The key trainers were introduced to the principles of counselling,
such as confidentiality and privacy, which are not considered as important in public health settings. At
the end of the session, most key trainers informally said that they found the training quite interesting
and that these were new concepts for them. It helped them to learn about ways in which they could
sensitively deal with women reporting violence, or ask questions in such a manner that they feel they
can trust the health care provider and share information on the violence faced. No pre- or post-tests
were administered.
The fifth training module concentrated on imparting theoretical inputs on adult learning, participatory
learning, and the role of an effective trainer. It helped the key trainers locate the training that they
were undergoing in a context where they would be assuming the role of trainers in the future. They
recapitulated the earlier training sessions, listing the different methods used during those sessions.
The participants were asked to answer three questions before and after the training: What are the
principles of adult learning? What are the principles of participatory training? What is the role of a
trainer?

To the first question “What are the principles of adult learning?” the pre-test responses were general
in nature, such as: information should be given systematically; it should be simple. However, after the
training, most of them were able to state what was of particular importance when training adults. As
one participant noted, “Adults have fixed ideas about particular topics that need time to change. They
also learn better with the sharing of their experiences. However, different methods need to be used as
every adult learns in a unique way.”
Another person stated, “The atmosphere should be conducive to learning, feedback should be given,
and different techniques of learning should be used.”
In response to “What are the principles of participatory training?” again, very few were able to state
the principles of participatory training. Most of them gave general responses relating to proper coordination and understanding. However, after the training, some were able to respond adequately to the
questions. “The atmosphere in the training session should be informal. The trainer should have the
ability to be one with the group, and should be flexible to ideas of others in the group.”
Similarly, for the third question “What is the role of a trainer?” the pre test responses included: a good
trainer should be specific, understanding, but after the training they said that a trainer should use
participatory methods, equip him/herself with knowledge about the topics, be a good listener, and
involve the group.
The sixth training module focused on communication skills as a trainer. The key trainers were
introduced to ways of conducting training sessions such as the use of games and exercises in different
situations, the need to evaluate a training session, and the importance of feedback. The key trainers
could link this training session to the games and exercises they had participated in the previous
trainings.
They were asked to answer the same five questions before and after the training. The first question
was: In your opinion, what are the three ways in which a trainer can make self-introduction of the
participants effective? Most of the participants were able to give examples of exercises used by the
resource persons in the earlier sessions both before and after the training. After the training they were
able to give more examples.
The second question was: Give at least three effective ways of using games and exercises in participatory training?
While in the pre-test the participants stated the usefulness of using games and exercises, most were
able to cite examples after the session on how games and exercise could be effectively used. In fact,
they even stated particular games for particular topics.
In the third question, the participants were asked to state whether the following statements are true
or false.
*

There is not much that doctors and nurses can do for victims of domestic violence. (F)

*

Generally, perpetrators of violence have themselves been abused therefore their inflicting violence on others is acceptable. (F)

*

The major obstacle that health care providers face in dealing with domestic violence victims is
lack of time (F)

*

Health care providers need to listen carefully and patiently when dealing with victims of violence. (T)

*

Health care providers need to be extra observant when dealing with victims of violence. (T)

While most of them understood that they need to be sensitive in responding to women facing domestic
violence, they continued to feel that there is not much that they as doctors can do to help these
victims in their lives. Moreover, time constraints put a check on their efforts.
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The fourth question was: What are the different aspects that need to be evaluated in any training
programme? List at least five aspects. Most of them were unable to state five aspects. Before the
training session began they stated some aspects that they must keep in mind while conducting
training session. For example: “Ask direct questions, wait for indirect question from the participants.
Also look out for positive and negative body language and have the ability to assess the participants’
understanding.” In their responses after the training session, some were able to state certain aspects,
like involvement of participants, meeting the set objectives and keeping to time. Overall, the responses indicated that they were not really able to articulate the answers to this question.
The fifth question was: What are at least three rules for giving feedback?
The sixth question was: What are at least three rules for receiving feedback? To both these questions,
the participants mentioned some methods of giving and receiving feedback, like it could be written or
oral, it should be non-judgmental and should be received without putting up any defence. Before the
training session began most of them could not come up with the correct answer, but after the training
session they were able to, at least, give one rule correctly. Even to this question, we found that the
participants, for some reason, were not really able to respond.
After the sixth training module, a core group of trainers emerged who were interested in conducting
awareness sessions for the rest of the hospital employees. This group also designed the module that
they would use in conducting these sessions. The core group also had a meeting with one of the
master trainers, Ms. Manisha Gupte, to review the module and address their questions to her. After this
meeting, it was felt that there was a need to reiterate the following facts to the key trainers:
domestic violence is a public health issue, the health consequences of violence, and the role of health
care providers in responding to women facing domestic violence.
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The seventh training module therefore addressed these issues. The trainer gave a brief recap of the
training sessions that they had attended earlier and asked them to explain the meaning of concepts
like gender, patriarchy and violence. It was seen that key trainers were able to list almost all the
different types of violence that women faced. In fact, they were able to identify sexual coercion as a
form of violence. The key trainers were able to draw up the various forms of violence that are
perpetrated against women from right before her birth to until her death. They understood the finer
interlinks of patriarchy and how it affected women’s lives. They were also able to give their own
examples as the environment was conducive to sharing of views and they no longer felt hesitant to
discuss their own “personal lives”. They were also able to list out the role of health care providers in
addressing the issues of violence: taking the women into confidence and asking her questions in a
sensitive manner. The trainer did not give any pre- or post-test for this session, but the documentation of this session clearly brought out the articulateness of the key trainers on these issues.
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FACTS ABOUT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
There are many myths about domestic violence, but the following are the facts:

*

One out of three women have been assaulted by a domestic partner in her lifetime.

*
*

One woman is beaten every twelve (12) second nationwide (FBI).

*

Children in homes where domestic violence occurs are physically abused or seriously neglected at
a rate, which is 1,500 percent higher than the national average.

*

More women are seen in emergency rooms in this country (the US) for battering, than for rapes,
muggings, and automobile accidents combined.

*

More than 40 percent of murdered women are killed by a spouse, or someone with whom they
have been intimate. Ten percent of the murdered men are killed by their partners.

*

Twenty five percent of female suicides are preceded by a history of battering.

*

Approximately 90 percent of the children in violent homes are aware of the assault against their
mother.

*

Male children exposed to domestic violence have a 700 percent greater chance of beating their
female partners later in life. Children from violent homes have a 300 percent higher risk of alcohol/
drug abuse and juvenile delinquency.

*

A California prison study found that 93 percent of the women who had killed their mates had been
battered by them.

*

Battered mothers are eight times more likely to hurt their children when they are being abused
than when they are safe from violence.

*

Of all juvenile and adult criminals, 80 percent lived in domestically violent environments.

*
*

Domestic violence involves six out of every ten couples.

*
*

No one deserves to be abused. No one can provoke violence. The abuser chooses to abuse.

*
*

There is no reason for battered women to be ashamed.

*

In Saudi Arabia, six female university professors were fired from their jobs in 1993 for driving their
cars. It is illegal for a woman to drive.

*

In China, the murder of female children often occurs in rural areas. Moreover, women who try to
organize unions are raped and tortured.

*

In India, the burning of women on their husbands’ funeral pyres—despite regular government
denunciation is still in practice. Marriages are still arranged and the bride is obligated to bring
dowry.

*

Throughout the world, we see military units specializing in the rape of women and children.

95 percent of the family violence is committed by men against women (March of Dimes).

Domestic violence occurs in all classes, races, income levels, and educational levels.
Abusers are controllers who seek to isolate and overpower their victims.
In Sri Lanka, Syria, and the Philippines, women are detained, tortured, or killed for being related to
someone the government considers undesirable.
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WHAT IS ABUSIVE BEHAVIOUR?
Physical Abuse
Any one or more of the following behaviours is abusive and against the law. Physical abuse takes
place when your intimate partner has:
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*

Pushed or shoved you

*

Held you to keep you from leaving (false imprisonment—a felony)

*

Spit at you

*

Pulled your hair

*

Slapped, pinched, or bit you

*

Kicked or choked you

*

Hit or punched you

*

Thrown object at you

*

Torn, broken, or otherwise damaged your belongings

*

Locked you out of the house

*

Abandoned you in dangerous places

*

Refused to help when you were sick, injured, or pregnant

*

Subjected you to reckless driving

*

Forced you off the road or kept you from driving

*

Threatened to hurt you with a weapon

Sexual Abuse
Any of the following examples of behaviour is not a normal, healthy treatment towards the opposite
sex. Your intimate partner has:

*

Told anti-woman jokes or made demeaning remarks about women

*

Treated women as sex objects

*

Been jealously angry, assuming you would have sex with any available man

*

Insisted you dress in a more sexual way than you wanted

*

Minimized the importance of your feelings about sex

*

Criticized you sexually

*

Insisted on unwanted and uncomfortable touching

*

Called you sexual names like “whore”, “cunt” and “frigid”

*

Forced you to strip when you did not want to

*

Publicly showed sexual interest in other women

*

Had affairs with other women after agreeing to a monogamous relationship

*

Forced sex with him or others, or forced you to watch others

*

Forced a certain unwanted sexual act

*

Forced sex after beating

*

Forced sex when you were sick or it was a danger to your health

*

Forced sex for the purpose of hurting you with objects or weapons

*

Committed sadistic sexual acts

Emotional And Mental Abuse
Emotional and mental abuse is less obvious but more damaging than physical abuse.
Emotional and mental abuse occurs when your partner has:

*

Ignored you feelings

*

Ridiculed or insulted women as a group

*

Ridiculed or insulted your most valued beliefs, your religion, race, heritage, or class

*

Withheld approval, appreciation, or affection as punishment

*

Continuously criticized you, called you names, shouted at you, and used obscenities

*

Insulted or drove away your friends or family

*

Withheld money or coerced you to turn over control of your money

*

Been irresponsible with marital debt, ruining your credit

*

Isolated you from friends, family, and community

*

Threatened your family members with physical injury

*

Humiliated you in private or public

*

Refused to socialize with you

*

Took the car key, or money, away from you

*

Regularly threatened to leave, or told you to leave

*

Threatened to kidnap the children when he was angry with you

*

Abused pets to hurt you

*

Accused you of having affairs

*

Manipulated you with lies and contradiction

*

Tried to make you feel

crazy, or to convince others that you are crazy

CYCLE OF VIOLENCE
This handout is designed to share with you what we know about the cycle of violence.
In General:
1.

Abuse isn’t constant or random.

2.

Three phases vary in time and intensity.

3.

Phases tend to occur with increasing frequency and increasing severity if the cycle is not broken.
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TENSION BUILDING STAGE
Man
1. Minor battering incidents occur, includes much verbal and psychological abuse.
2. He doesn’t control his behaviour and the abuse increases.
3. He may be aware of his inappropriate behaviour, but does not take responsibility for it.
4. He is afraid that she will be disgusted and leave; this increases his jealousy and possessiveness,
and intensifies his hope that brutality will keep her captive.
5. He becomes frantic for more control, he misinterprets her behaviour, taking withdrawals as
rejection.
6. Outside events can affect this stage.
7. He feels uncontrollable.
Woman
1. She becomes nurturing and compliant, staying out of his way.
2. She denies what is happening, i.e.,the escalating abuse and the serious incidents. This denial
provides a sense of safety. The woman also denies her own feelings of fear and anger because
they are not safe feelings to have.
3. She accepts the abuse as being directed against her; she doesn’t believe she should be abused
but does believe that what she does can prevent his anger from escalating. She attempts to
alter his behaviour as a way of providing safety.
SERIOUS BATTERING INCIDENT
IV

Man
1. Almost always occurs privately.
2. His feeling of rage is overwhelming.
3. Batterer justifies his behaviour.
4. Almost any event, either internal or external, can trigger violence when he needs the release.
Violence may occur when he uses drugs or alcohol for easier release.
5. May deny the incident occurred.
6. Blames her saying that she caused the incident.
7. After the battering both minimize the severity and rationalize the event.
8. If the police are called in, he may appear cool and calm when they arrive.
Woman
1. She is anxious, depressed, and sleepless, over/under eating, fatigued, and/ or has tension
headaches.
2. She has only one option: to hide.
3. Sense of futility in trying to “resist” further battering.
4. Woman does not seek help unless severely injured, usually not until a day after the incident.
5. When battering stretches over a long period, she may try to recall an incident to control at least
the assault when it occurs. She senses the inescapability of a battering.
6. She may call the police. When the police arrive, it may appear that she is attacking them or
protecting her husband. This is a survival skill.
7. She has a sense of shame, and a feeling that ‘I’ve allowed this to happen to me.’
8. There is disbelief.

HONEYMOON PHASE
Man
1. He becomes loving, contrite, begs forgiveness, and promises it will not happen again.
2. He may truly believe he will never batter again, and truly be sorry.
3. He believes he has taught her a lesson. She will never act up again.
4. He will give up drinking (if he drinks) temporarily, in an attempt to convince her that he will
change.
5. He pleads with the woman, attempts to blame the woman, and engages the family to do the
same.
6. He knows he needs her, for if she is not there he will have to take responsibility for his actions.
Woman
1. Victimization is complete.
2. Woman translates his depression, and extreme need for her, as deep love.
3. She feels responsible for what happened.
4. She believes in the permanency of the relationship, and believes it is her responsibility to keep it
together. She is an easy prey of guilt.
5. She believes that if she stays he will get help.
6. She wants to believe that she will no longer have to suffer abuse.
7. She returns to the original dream of her relationship and realizes how wonderful her man is.
8. Her self-esteem has been shattered. She needs to believe she is needed and wanted.
V

Making and/or carrying out
threats to do something to hurt her
l threatening to leave her, to
commit suicide, to report her to
welfare
USING
l making her drop charges
l making her do illegal
ECONOMIC
things.
ABUSE
Preventing her from getting
or keeping a job
l making her ask for money
l giving her an allowance
l taking her money
l not letting her know about or
have access to family income.

USING MALE PRIVILEGE
Treating her like a servant
l making all the big decisions
l acting like the “master of the castle”
l being the one to define men's
and women's roles.

PH

USING
CHILDREN
Making her feel
guilty about the
children l using the
children to relay
messages l using
visitation to harass her
l threatening to take
the children away.
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USING INTIMATION
Making her afraid by using
looks, actions, gestures
l smashing things
l destroying her property
l abusing pets
l displaying weapons.

USING
EMOTIONAL
ABUSE
Putting her down
l making her feel bad about
herself l calling her names
l making her think she's crazy
l playing mind games
l humiliating her
l making her feel guilty.
USING ISOLATION
Controlling what she does, who she
sees and talks to, what she reads,
where she goes, l limiting her
outside involvement
l using jealous to justify actions.
MINIMIZING,
DENYING
AND BLAMING
Making light of the abuse
and not taking her
concerns about it seriously
l saying the abuse didn't
happen l shifting responsibility
for abusive behaviour
l saying she caused it.
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NEGOTIATION AND
FAIRNESS
Seeking mutualty satisfying
resolutions to conflict
l accepting change
l being willing to compromises

ECONOMIC
PARTNERSHIP
Making money decisions together
l making sure both partners
benefit from financial arrangement.

SHARED RESPONSIBILITY
Treating Mutualty agreeing on a fair
distribution of work
l making family decisions together.

RESPONSIBLE
PARENTING
Making Sharing
parental responsibilities
l being a positive
non-violent role model
for the children.

NON-TREATENING
BEHAVIOR
Talking and acting so that she
feels safe and comfortable
expressing herself and doing
things.

RESPECT
Listening to her non-judgmentally
l being emotionally affirming
and understanding
l valuing opinions.
TRUST AND SUPPORT
Supporting her goals in life
l respecting her right to her
own feelings, friends activities
and opinions.

HONESTY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY
Making Accepting
responsibility for self
concerns about it seriously
l acknowledging past use
of violence l admitting
being wrong l communication
openly and truthfully.
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ESCALATION OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Listed below, in order of lethality, are the characteristics of abusers. The lower the number, the
more lethal the relationship. If anyone scores on two or more ratings, move up to the next classification.
Relationship is Lethal
1. He has attempted to kill, or has used a weapon such as a knife or a gun.
2. There is instructional violence/torture that is planned, where the motivation is control
3. He has prostituted her.
4. He has raped her.
5. He has threatened her with a weapon.
6. He has attempted suicide.
7. He has killed a pet as an example to the family.
8. He has verbally threatened to kill.
9. He has threatened to commit suicide if she does not return.
10. He has threatened the safety of a loved one or a pet to get her to comply with his sexual
demands.
11. She has required medical attention for violence, which usually is documented as accidental.
Exteremly High Probability of Abuse
12. He has hit her more than once.
13. He demonstrates extreme jealousy and she tries to manipulate him by being jealous.
14. He demonstrates extreme jealousy and she tries to avoid this.
15. He has a police record.
16. He has used something to hit her in a planned assault.
17. He has threatened to take the children away from her either by kidnapping or by reporting
about her abnormal behaviour to Child Protective Services. Great care must be taken to determine
if this is an authentic concern for the children or a blackmail manoeuvre. Men who have little
involvement with their children are usually not concerned about them when a custody battle
begins. If his major concern is her sexuality, he is not concerned about the children.
18. He has pushed her, squeezed her, or thrown something at her.
19. He has threatened to hurt the children or someone else she loves in order to get her to comply
with his demands.
20. He has implied or directly stated he will hit or hurt her.
21. He has threatened to actively or passively hurt pets.
22. He consistently blames her for his violence or rage.
23. He has unrealistic demands.
24. He sabotages her job, school, or any activity that is independent of him.
High Probability of Abuse
25. Chemical dependence:
* Methamphetamine
* Cocaine
* Alcohol
* Marijuana
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26. He owns or has a fascination with guns or other such symbols of masculine aggression.
27. He is cruel to animals or has invested in making dogs vicious, especially breeds that have a
special reputation for viciousness.
28. If either of the partners were abused as a child.
29. He is EXTREMELY conscious of his image.
30. He publicly humiliates her because of her ethnic/religious background.
31. He sexually humiliates her in public.
32. He makes hostile sexist remarks or jokes.
33. He uses her childhood or past against her, especially if she was sexually abused as a child.
Medium Probability of Abuse
34. He is dissatisfied with their sexual relationship.
35. He criticizes her body.
36. He disapproves of her religious choices.
37. Recent increase in stress:
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*

Pregnancy: Because of the demands played on the sexual relationship, it is one of the
foremost stressors that lead to domestic violence.

*

Unemployment

*

Moving: Moving from another state, especially if there have been many recent geographical
relocations.

*

Physical sickness: Illness puts a great deal of stress on the relationship.

Probability becomes EXTREMELY high with any one of these factors if he has abused her in the past.
Low Probability of Abuse
39. He supports her career not just her job.
40. He supports her continuing education.
41. He is comfortable with the majority of her friends.
42. He is not threatened by her having male friends independent of him.
43. He helps parent the children.
44. He plays by the same rules and expects her to play by them.
45. He takes care of himself.
46. His actions show that he accepts responsibility for childcare and household chores.
47. He is not chemically dependent.

WHY BATTERED WIVES DON’T LEAVE HOME
You stay because……….
Anywhere you go, he can go. When he finds you, his rage will make earlier abuses
seem mild.
He has told you that if you try to leave he will find your child at school and take it out
on her, or on your pet, or on your parents.
Your friends have become alienated and you have nowhere to go. If you do know
people who may accept you, you inflict him on them, and few people are altruistic
enough to put up with that. I learned this the hard way when a policeman told me
that my violent husband was my problem, and that I had no right to inflict him on the
police.
He lies convincingly. You ran away and the police bring you home after he “explains”
that you are insane and must be returned to his custody.
Professionals find it hard to believe that a quiet, amiable, and educated man would do
such things, especially since he never does it with witnesses around.
You finally get him to go to counselling, and the counsellor tells you that both of you
must trust and communicate. Over your frantic, surreptitious protests, what you tell
the counsellor in confidence is repeated to your husband, who reacts with quiet,
intelligent concern. The satisfied counsellor then tells him you had assumed he would
react with anger and violence. The counsellor sends you on your way extracting a
promise from you to trust your husband and communicate with him as soon as your
husband gets you alone he beats the tar out of you.
You got into the fix because you never expected a quiet, amiable man to be abusive.
The first time he does it, his tears following the incident makes you feel sorry for him,
than for yourself. Somehow, it seems to be your fault, because you did not love him,
trust him, or support him enough.
Later, when the counsellor agrees it was your fault, all you know is that you have
tried everything and cannot get away.
You were lucky. There are years and hundreds of miles between you and your exhusband now, but you still remember with special bitterness the psychiatrist, the
doctors and the policemen who told you that you must have enjoyed or needed such
treatment, because you never would have put up with it otherwise.

Mereer County, New Jersey
December 12, 1983
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BATEERED WOMAN AND ECONOMICS
Women often remain trapped in abusive relationships simply because of economics.
Like all women, battered women may become the victims of the “feminization of
poverty”, should they attempt to support themselves and their children on their own.
A woman with children who leaves an abusive partner is likely to face severe economic
hardships; battered women know this when they are making choices about their
lives.
Divorce can have a profoundly negative effect on a woman and her children’s standard
of living. Moreover, a battered woman is frequently coerced by the abuser to accept
unfair divorce settlements that do not provide adequate support for the children.
The following statistics illustrate the situation facing divorced women and their
children:
*

In the first year after divorce, a woman’s standard of living drops by 73 percent,
while a man’s improves by an average of 42 percent.

*

Only 58 percent of custodial mothers are originally awarded child support. 4.4
million custodial mothers are supposed to receive child support payments. Of
these, barely half of them receive the full amount of support granted to them,
one-quarter receive partial payment, and one-quarter receive no payment.

*

U.S. Census figures show overdue child support payments totalled $2.7 billion
in 1985.
Even if employed, a battered woman may face wage discrimination in the
workplace:
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*

Full-time female workers earn 70 cents for every dollar that male workers earn.

*

Female college graduates who work full time year round have earnings roughly
on par with male high school drop-outs.
A battered woman also faces the hardship of finding decent, affordable housing
for herself and her children:

*

Women with children face discrimination in the rental market. Only 25 percent
of leased units allow children. Of the remaining 75 percent, 25 percent prohibit
children entirely, and 50 percent place restrictions on children.

*

In many cities, public housing waiting lists have been closed because the wait
often exceeds five years.

F a c t

S h e e t s
ALCHOL ABUSE AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Many studies show a high rate of alcohol abuse among men who batter their female partners.
Yet, is there really a link between alcohol abuse and domestic violence? No evidence supports a
cause-and-effect relationship between the two problems. The relatively high incidence of alcohol
abuse among men who batter must be viewed as the overlap of two widespread social problems.
Efforts to link alcohol abuse and domestic violence reflect society’s tendency to view battering
as an individual deviant behaviour. Moreover, there is a reluctance to believe that domestic
violence is a pervasive social problem that happens among all kinds of American families. For
these reasons, it is essential to emphasize what is known about the relationship between alcohol
abuse and domestic violence.
* Battering is a socially learned behaviour, and is not the result of substance abuse or mental
illness. Men who batter frequently use alcohol abuse as an excuse for their violence. They
attempt to rid themselves of responsibility for the problem by blaming it on the effects of
alcohol.
* Many men who batter do not drink heavily, and many alcoholics do not beat their wives. Some
abusers with alcohol problems batter when drunk, and others when they are sober. For
example, Walker’s (1984) study of 400 battered women found that 67 per cent of the batterers
frequently indulged in alcohol abuse; however, only one-fifth reported of alcohol abuse during
all four battering incidents on which data was collected. The study also revealed a high rate
of alcohol abuse among non-batterers.
* In one batterers’ programme, 80 per cent of the men had divulged of alcohol abuse at the time
of the latest battering incident. The vast majority of men, however, also reportedly battered
their partners when not under the influence of alcohol.
* Data on the concurrence of domestic violence and alcohol abuse vary widely, from as low as
25 per cent to as high as 80 per cent of the cases.
* Alcoholism and battering do share some similar characteristics, including:
- both may be passed from generation to generation
- both involve denial or minimization of the problem
- both involve isolation of the family
* A battering incident that is coupled with alcohol abuse may be more severe and result in
greater injury.
* Treatment for alcoholism does not “cure” compulsive batterers; both problems must be
addressed separately. However, provisions for the woman’s safety must take precedence.
* A small per cent (7 per cent to 14 per cent) of battered women have alcohol abuse problems,
which is no more than that found in the general female population. A woman’s substance
abuse problems do not relate to the abuse, although some women may turn to alcohol and
other drugs in response to the abuse. To become independent and live free from violence,
women should receive assistance for substance abuse problems in addition to other supportive
services.
* Men living with women who have alcohol abuse problems often try to justify their violence as
a way of controlling the latter when they are drunk. A woman’s failure to remain substance
free is used as an excuse by the abuser to justify his violence behaviour.
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COMMONALITIES BETWEEN
ALCOHOLISM AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
1.

High prevalence in general population.

2.

Crosses all demographic distinctions.

3.

Large number of deaths by homicide and suicide.

4.

Topic for popular humour.

5.

Both problems socially stigmatized.

6.

Widely misunderstood - considerable mythology.

7.

Pattern of repetition - from generation to generation.

8.

Progressive - more severe over time.

9.

Denial and minimization by everyone involved.

10. Blaming and jealousy on the part of the abuser.
11. Extreme social isolation.
12. Leads to other life problems (legal, medical, housing, financial, etc.).
13. Chronic crisis for the family.
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14. Affects every family member - similar and fairly predictable.
15. Creates similar family “structures”.
16. All family members must be considered in the recovery process - family members’ needs may differ.
17. Separation can trigger dangerous crisis.
18. The problem itself poses a barrier to seek help.
19. Non-abusers in the family need to hear that the abuser’s problem is not their fault.
20. Response has been by grass roots, peer, and para-professional approaches neglected in training
and responses of traditional professionals.
21. Challenge helpers to confront the issues in their own life experience.
22. Influenced by preventive efforts.

From: The Women’s Center. A Program of Bridgeway Counseling Services. Inc. 125 N. Fifth. St. Charles Mo. 314/
946-6854 or 946-3257

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CO-DEPENDENCY AND
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE VICTIMS
CO-DEPENDENCY

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE VICTIMS

1. Not a victim of a crime

1. A victim of a crime

2. Ongoing choice of Co-D to be a

2. Losses sense of choice in process

part of the process
3. Accepted as an illness

3. Not an illness

4. Help is accessible

4. Help not as accessible

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ALCOHOLISM AND
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
ALCHOLISM

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

1. Primarily harmful to drinker

1.

Primarily harmful to victim

2. Equal numbers of men and women

2.

Men overwhelmingly perpetrators,
women overwhelmingly victims

3. Response to children is recent

3.

History of responding to children

4. Disease model

4.

Socio-political analysis

5. Not criminal behaviour

5.

Criminal act

6.

Very recent research, services and

(only specific behaviours)
6. Several decades “head start” in
research, services and public awareness
7. Partner co-dependant

public awareness
7.

Domestic violence victims are

8.

Support an empowering style in

not necessarily co-dependant
8. Confrontive style in work
with alcoholics

work with battered women

From: The Women’s Center. A Program of Bridgeway Counseling Services. Inc. 125 N. Fifth. St. Charles Mo. 314/
946-6854 or 946-3257
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FOUR FORMS OF WOMEN’S PSYCHOLOGICAL SUICIDE
By Adrienne Rich
Women internalize the message of the abuser. “You’re not good.”
Women fight a system that supports the abuser (family, friends, police, courts, and government).
Women live in a culture that subtly and blatantly dehumanizes them (images in advertising, lack of
childcare, housing, employment, and other things women need to be able to survive on their own).
1.

Self-trivialization. We put ourselves down and tell ourselves that we are less than we should
be. Examples include:
* Being afraid to add to a conversation because we think what we have to say is
dumb or unimportant.
* Starting a sentence with “This may be totally off, but…”
* Apologizing all the time.
* Feeling as though we’re not dressed appropriately or our vocabulary is not sufficient.
* Believing that we can’t do it.
* Disregarding compliments.
* Not taking women’s or our work seriously.
* Finding the needs of others-our partners, children, parent, friends-more important than our
own needs.
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* Thinking we don’t deserve to pamper ourselves.
* Feeling guilty when we spend money on ourselves.
* Feeling as though people with more education have more intelligent things to say, and I should
listen to them and not talk.
* Thinking that we’re “too old” or “too stupid” to do what we want to do.
2.

Horizontal Hostility. We dislike other women and see them as enemies or competitors. We join
in the culture’s hatred for women by finding fault with other women, and measuring them by
standards that none of us can really meet.
* Hating a past partner of his, and finding and talking about her faults.
* Saying a woman got what she deserves.
* Looking at other women’s bodies and joking about them being fat, sloppy, and promiscuous;
comparing ourselves to other women as either better or worse.
* Saying a woman in a prominent position made it there by sleeping her way to the top.
* Preferring a male attorney, doctor, advocate, mechanic, etc., because men know more.
* Asking directions, questions, instructions from a man instead of a woman.

3.

Approval Seeking. We look for approval from those who have power over us because we need
to survive. We do things to gain that approval even if it is at our expense in the long run.
* Not challenging our boss or husband when he takes credit for our work or ideas because he can
punish us somehow. (Or, we avoid looking superior or more knowledgeable than they).

* Wanting or needing male approval on how we look, how well we perform in our jobs, home, etc.
* Dressing to please our partners, rather than for our own comfort or preference.
* Not expressing opinions that he won’t approve of, or not bringing up topics in public which he
knows nothing about.
* Not contradicting him in public.
4.

Misplaced Compassion. We know that when bad things happen to him worse things will happen
to us. Therefore, we are always tuned to his needs, wants, and desires, so much so that when
bad things happen to him and he beats us up for it, we feel more compassion for him than for
ourselves.
* Feeling no compassion for ourselves, ignoring our own physical pain and pride, worrying because
he is in jail for battering.
* Trying to figure out why he is so frustrated and angry. (How we are responsible and what we
can do to change things).
* Trying to figure out why things aren’t going well for him, while we sit in a home that he has
destroyed.
* Feeling bad for him because he is discriminated against in the job market (for example), and
letting him take the frustration out on you.
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EFFECTS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ON CHILDREN
: Second Hand Abuse :
The Painful Legacy of Witnessing Domestic Violence
“Families under stress produce children under stress. If a spouse is being abused and there are
children in the home, the children are affected by the abuse. Moreover, spouse abuse is a form of
child abuse. Hurting someone the child loves also hurts the child” (Ackerman and Pickering. 1989:
155). Each year, an estimated minimum of 3.3 million children witness domestic violence. It is
estimated that 30-70 per cent of children whose mothers are abused by their fathers are victims of
child abuse and neglect. Victims of family violence are 1,000 times more likely to abuse as adults
than children who grew up in non-violent homes. Boys are more likely to abuse than girls, who are
likely to be abused.
EFFECTS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ON CHILDREN
BATTERING CAUSES DAMAGE
Whatever affects the mother affects the baby. The foetus may receive direct or indirect injuries
during the battering. Domestic violence is the leading cause of birth defects. The batterer often
becomes more violent during his partners pregnancy because he is jealous of the unborn child. The
battered woman is more susceptible to beatings during pregnancy because she is physically less
available for the partner; she may have less energy, and she loses mobility as the pregnancy
continues.
AND DISTRESS TO THE FOETUS
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Baby’s developing brain and tender nervous system may be zapped repeatedly by the mother’s fear
and adrenaline. A strong jolt of fear can send convulsion-like tremors throughout the foetus. Such
energy often surges through the baby’s brain at the very time when crucial nerve connections are
forming.
A foetus’s normal sleeping patterns can be disrupted when the mother is startled awake by the
night-battering episodes—it may initiate a sleep dysfunction.
Just as a foetus can hear familiar voices and respond to music, a foetus can hear angry arguments,
threats, and the noise from furniture being broken. These sounds of rage are much more intense
than normal conversations; they also produce strong shock waves, which pass through the amniotic
fluid and literally bombard the baby’s head and ears.
Finally, the mother’s other feelings also course through the foetus. For instance, the foetus feels
pain when the mother’s hair is being pulled.
BATTERING ADVERSELY AFFECTS INFANTS AND TODDLERS
The sounds of an adult’s rage are overwhelming for a newborn’s tender senses. Each time the
batterer pounds on the table or shatters glass, the infant’s nervous system is assaulted as well.
“Shell shock” literally occurs for the baby repeatedly traumatized by violence around it. Physicians
report treating injuries to hands of infants who dig their nails into their palms during domestic
dispute.
Because those are the earliest images and experiences, the infant’s first and longest-lasting impression
is that the world is a dangerous place. A young child living with violence may become irritable,
experience development delays, or fail to thrive.

BATTERING MEANS EMOTIONAL ABANDONMENT
Fighting parents cannot attend to the child’s emotional needs. The child feels anxiety as the tension
builds up. Next, the child feels of fear and helplessness during the battering. Finally, the child feels
guilty for not being able to stop the batterer. Without intervention, all of these feelings are never
resolved.
A BATTERING HOME MEANS LIVING IN CONSTANT FEAR; VIOLENCE CREATES CONSTANT ANXIETY
Older children may get panicky during each battering episode. They may fear that the abuser
(whose rage is out of control) might turn on them next, or what will happen to them if their mother
is hurt or if their father is taken to jail.Violence in the home means being jumpy, watchful, and on
guard at all times. It means learning to read your parent/abuser’s every move. Battering means
learning strategies to keep out of harm’s way, and not daring to sleep until the fighting is over. Living
with violence means that even in sleep, one does not have the luxury to be at peace.
A VIOLENT HOME MEANS FEELING POWERLESS
Children of abuse feel a complete sense of powerlessness. They cannot stop the abuse, they
cannot fix the parents’ abusive relationship, and they cannot save the parent or siblings who are
abused. Untreated, this feeling of powerlessness will continue into adulthood. The result will either
be a batterer who bullies in order not to feel powerless, or a victim who feels helpless and who learns
to accept abuse from others.
BATTERING CREATES LOW SELF- ESTEEM
Children of abuse do not develop healthy self-esteem. They often blame themselves for the arguments
and the violence. They may believe it is their own failing that they receive little love. Children of
violence often learn to deny their own needs. They may also learn to get their needs met through
manipulation or other indirect means.
FAMILY VIOLENCE RESULTS IN BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS
Children of violence are at risks for alcohol and drug abuse. They may also develop eating or sleeping
disorders. Children in abusive homes may experience stress-related headaches, bedwetting, ulcers,
or rashes. Family violence may result in compulsive school performance (e.g., fear-driven perfectionism
or over-achieving), or failure to perform well in school. Children of abuse are also at risk for workaholism,
gambling, compulsive debting/spending, and sexual promiscuity in later life. The child’s unresolved
feelings of guilt or shame virtually assure some slow form of suicide. Untreated, survivor’s guilt can
last a lifetime.
BATTERING CREATES ISOLATION
Violence interferes with the child’s ability to get close to his/her parents. Because trust in the
parents has been violated, a child of abuse is frequently unable to trust others. Closeness equals
emotional or physical devastation, and the child’s deepest fear is that others will beat him, torture
him, abandon him, or emotionally destroy him the way his parent(s) did. This feeling of isolation can
create shyness, or result in the child withdrawing or turning within himself/herself.
BATTERED CHILDREN TAKE ON ADULT ROLES PREMATURELY
Children often become caretakers, comforting the abused parent or siblings. They may spend a lot
of energy trying to make peace. The child may separate the fighting parents, call the police, or try
to defend the abused parent. Frequently, children become clutches for the abused parent, i.e., the
parent may turn to the child for companionship instead of resolving the troubled marital relationship.
A three-year study of 146 children showed that 62 per cent of the sons over 14 were injured when
they tried to defend their mother during an attack. It is also believed that 63 per cent of the boys,
aged between 11 and20, who are arrested for murder, have killed their mother’s attacker. Because a
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teenager endangers him or herself in defending his or her mother, the teenager may have ambivalent
feelings toward his or her mother. They love her and want to protect her, or they may hate her, think
she deserves the abuse, or despise her for still being devoted to the abuser.
VIOLENCE RESULTS IN STRESS, DEPRESSION, AND FALSHBACKS
Children of violence may experience long-term depression. Abused children also experience flashbacks
of the violent episodes they have witnessed. A child may also block out the violent scenes for years.
Moreover, although our conscious mind may forget, our bodies keep count of repeated shocks. Down
the road, a body will “present its bill” in terms of nervous disorders, a low threshold for stress, or
other serious illness.
CHILDREN OF ABUSE LEARN HOW TO BE VIOLENT TOWARDS OTHERS
Children in violent homes learn to treat others as objects. They learn specific techniques to hurt and
humiliate others. They learn that men get to hit and that women tolerate it. They learn that
violence is the way to settle problems, punish family members, or gain control of a situation.
Violence becomes an easy way to get what you want, or to make things go the way you want.
BATTERED CHILDREN LEARN TO HARM THEMSELVES
Instead of self-love, children exposed to violence learn self-abuse. Children who experience or
witness abuse may adopt self-mutilating behaviours, such as, pulling their eyebrows out, doing
things to keep wounds from healing, self-induced vomiting, or self-starvation. Unable to externalize
the feeling of rage or of vengefulness within, the child may turn them inward and harm himself/
herself. Many “accidents” among young children are, in reality, suicide attempts.
ABUSED CHILDREN LEARN EXTREME BEHAVIOUR
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A Violent home is a nursery school for abuse. Children who see a parent’s rage get out of control do
not learn positive ways to express their emotions. They do not have good role models for important
skills, such as, resolving conflict, solving problems with other people, or for building close relationships.
Moreover, children who witness substance abuse do not learn moderation and self-control.
CHILDREN OF VIOLENCE DO NOT LEARN BOUNDARIES
Children in violent homes grow up watching other people’s boundaries being violated. Then, they
have difficulty understanding and respecting physical and verbal boundaries. Some children do not
learn that hitting someone, or verbally “taking swipes” at someone’s heart is wrong. Other children
do not learn that having their own physical or verbal boundaries violated by others is wrong.
Children and teenagers who come from violent households tend to share the following characteristics:
1.

Lie about their actions in an attempt not to trigger an explosion. This is because they often
believe it is their fault that their mothers are being beaten. Lie to cover up the family’s problem in
a conspiracy of silence.

2.

Suspend fulfilment of their own needs so that their mothers may pay more attention to their
fathers.

3.

Suffer from severe feelings of guilt, resulting from accepting responsibility for the mother’s
beating, an inability to protect their mother, or still loving their abusive father.

4.

A tendency to be overly passive, submissive, or quiet, in order not to draw attention to themselves.

5.

Have problems expressing their anger.

6.

May deny the violence that they see or experience. Sometimes they turn up the stereo or TV to
block out the noise or fall asleep to pretend it is not happening.

7.

Behavioural problems when with the other kids, resulting in their being labelled unruly, impulsive,
or aggressive.

8.

May have learning disabilities, especially if their mother has a history of moving from shelter to
shelter or elsewhere, and consequently, the kids must move from school to school.

9.
10.

Have a need for direct physical contact.
Martha B. Straus believes that adolescents are prone to “acting-out”, such as running away,
stealing, substance abuse, sexual promiscuity, or suicide/homicide.

Mothers create mistrust and confusion in their children by such extreme shifts in their attitude:
varying from ignoring them to being over-protective about them. Lacking stability, and a consistently
loving environment, children learn from their elders to take out their own aggression through violence.
The more people try to understand the effects violence has on different members of a household,
the more they can try to intervene and break the transgenerational cycle of violence.
DATING ABUSE - HOW DO YOU KNOW?
One of four young people may be in a situation of verbal, emotional, physical, and/or sexual abuse.
If you don’t feel good about yourself as a partner in a relationship, something is wrong with that
relationship.
YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO:
EXPRESS YOUR OPINIONS AND HAVE THEM RESPECTED
HAVE YOUR NEEDS BE AS IMPORTANT AS YOUR PARTNERS
GROW AS AN INDIVIDUAL IN YOUR OWN WAY
TO CHANGE YOUR MIND
NOT TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR PARTNER’S BEHAVIOUR (ESPECIALLY IF THE PARTNER IS
BEING UNKIND AND HURTFUL TO YOU)
NOT BE PHYSICALLY, EMOTIONALLY, OR SEXUALLY ABUSED (MADE TO FEEL DOMINATED, HELPLESS,
AND BAD ABOUT YOURSELF)
BREAK UP AND FALL OUT OF LOVE WITHOUT BEING THREATENED.
ARE YOU BEING ABUSED?
ARE YOU:
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FRIGHTENED OF YOUR PARTNER’S TEMPER?
AFRAID TO DISAGREE?
CONSTANTLY APLOGIZING FOR YOUR PARTNER’S BEHAVIOUR, ESPECIALLY IF HE/SHE HAS
TREATED YOU BADLY?
HAVING TO JUSTIFY EVERYTHING YOU DO AND EVERYWHERE YOU GO?
FEELING THAT YOUR PARTNER PUTS YOU DOWN BUT TELLS YOU THAT HE/SHE LOVES YOU?
BEING HIT, KICKED, SHOVED, OR HAVING THINGS THROWN AT YOU?
NOT ALLOWED TO SEE FRIENDS, OR FAMILY, OR DO THINGS YOU WANT TO DO?
BEING FORCED TO HAVE SEX?
AFRAID TO BREAK UP BECAUSE YOUR
HERSELF?

PARTNER HAS THREATENED TO HURTYOU OR HIM/

ARE YOU ABUSIVE?
DO YOU HAVE THE NEED TO:
CONSTANTLY CHECK UP ON YOUR PARTNER?
BE EXTREMELY JEALOUS OR POSSESSIVE?
HAVE AN EXPLOSIVE TEMPER?
HIT, KICK, SHOVE, THROW THINGS AT, FRIGHTEN, OR FALSELY IMPRISON YOUR PARTNER?
CONSTANTLY CRITICIZE OR INSULT YOUR PARTNER?
BE VIOLENT WHEN YOU DRINK OR TAKE DRUGS?
THREATEN YOUR PARTNER OR BREAK THINGS IN HER/HIS PRESENCE?
FORCE SEX ON YOUR PARTNER?
THREATEN TO HURT YOUR PARTNER OR YOURSELF?

THE ABC’S OF MEN WHO BATTER
Who are the men who batter?
Men who batter come from all socioeconomic backgrounds, race, religion, and walks of life. The
abuser may be a blue-collar or a white-collar worker, unemployed or highly paid. He may be a drinker
or non-drinker. Batterers represent different personalities, family backgrounds, and professions. In
sum, there is nothing like a “typical batterer”.
The majority of batterers are only violent with their wives or female partners. For example, one
study found that 90 per cent of the abusers do not have criminal records, and that batterers are
generally law abiding outside their homes. It is estimated that only about 5 per cent to 10 per cent
of the batterers committed acts of physical and sexual violence on other people as well as their
female partners.
THE ABCs
ABUSED AS CHILDREN
Most batterers were beaten, verbally abused, or sexually abused as children. Treated like objects,
batterers were taught, by example, specific techniques to hurt and humiliate others. In addition,
batterers learned that violence was “normal” in families; they were taught that bigger people got to
hit and abuse smaller people (women/children). In turn, batterers disciplined their children with
violence, thus maintaining the cycle of abuse.
BELIEVE IN TRADITIONAL SEX ROLES
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Batterers believe in traditional sex roles. They believe that a woman is there to take care of them,
feed them, bear their children, keep their house clean, etc. Batterers believe that women should be
disciplined if they “disobey their husbands” or “forget their place”. Batterers also hold attitudes
consistent with ideas of male dominance such as, “A little slap will do her good”, or “I’ll show her
who’s the boss.” They may be more violent when their partner is pregnant, or soon after she gives
birth, because they feel threatened by the baby in grabbing attention.
CONTROLLING
Battering is purposefully a controlling behaviour by someone who wants total control. A man who
batters may control his spouse’s movements, like where she goes or whom she sees, or may monitor
her phone calls, clothing, and make-up. A batterer fears abandonment and, therefore, tries to
control his mate’s actions in order to feel he has some control in his partner’s life and some power in
the world. A batterer’s fear of not being in control is also related to the fear of death, injury, or the
unknown he experienced as a child in a violent or neglectful home. At first, a batterer will say that
this behaviour of his is out of concern for the victim’s safety.
CRUELTY TO ANIMALS AND CHILDREN
An abuser often kills or punishes animals brutally, or is insensitive to their pain and suffering. The
abuser may expect children to do things that are beyond their ability (spanks a two-year-old for
wetting a diaper). The abuser may not want the children to eat at the table, or will expect them to
stay in their room all evening while he is at home.
DENY, MINIMIZE AND BLAME
A batterer does not want to be responsible for his violent actions or for the harm he causes.
Abusive men learn to deny wrongdoing, minimize injury, and blame others.
Men who batter will BLAME others for their actions and say things like, “If she didn’t want a beating,
why did she interrupt me while I was on the phone,” or “She knew not to disrespect me in public.
“Batterers will also DENY hurting their partners with comments like, “She tripped and fell,” or “I was
swinging at the air, and she walked into it.

“Finally, batterers will MINIMIZE their violent actions with excuses like, “It was just a bump,” or “I
just twisted her arm a bit.” A batterer may also say, “I didn’t know what I was doing,” or “I was out
of control,”—as if someone else was responsible. In reality, battering is target specific: the batterer
aims at his spouse-not the mailman or grocer—and he may even aim for specific parts of his
partner’s body, for example, her pregnant belly, or body parts not visible to the outside world.
Moreover, he seems not to remember his actions.
EMOTIONAL ABUSE
Battering is not limited to physical abuse. Emotional abuse may include repeatedly criticizing his
spouse—shouting at her, swearing at her, putting down her opinions, or treating her like a servant.
FEEL POWERLESS
Batterers are actually frightened men who are afraid to be alone in the world. Feeling as powerless
as children do, batterers learn how to bully and dominate in order to overcome or minimise their
sense fear, and avoid being victimized any further.
GREW UP WITH VIOLENCE
Batterers learn early that they can gain control of, and assert power over their partners, by
throwing things or raising their voice. Violence becomes an acceptable way to express their emotions,
or to get what they want. They also learn early on, by example, that “men get to hit” and “women
tolerate it”.
HAVE A NEGATIVE BELIEF SYSTEM ABOUT WOMEN VIOLENCE
Batterers lump together “all women” and do not see them as individuals. In addition, they have
negative stereotypes about women, such as, “All women are manipulative” or “All women see men as
pay cheques.” Batterers also dismiss women’s ideas and opinions.
INSECURE
Abusive men have a deep-rooted fear of being inadequate. They do not believe they have a lot to
offer. Batterers are unhappy with what they are and see themselves as failing to live up to their
image of manhood. All their bullying and intimidation serve as a smokescreen to keep others from
seeing how insecure they really feel. Batterers are actually very lonely, alienated men.
ISOLATION
The abusive person tries to cut the woman off from all resources. The abuser accuses those who
are the woman’s supporters as “causing trouble”. The abuser may want to live in the country
without a phone, may not let the woman use the car or may try to keep the woman from working,
going to school, or going to church.
JEALOUS
Batterers tend to be extremely jealous and have difficulty trusting others. They believe that “jealousy
is natural in men.” An abuser will say that jealousy is a “sign of love.” Jealousy has nothing to do with
love: it is a sign of possessiveness and lack of trust. The abuser will question the victim about
those she talks to, accuse her of flirting, or be jealous of the time she spends with family, friends, or
children.
KILL OR TORTURE WHAT THEY CANNOT POSSES
In the worst cases, battering involves extreme physical or mental cruelty, such as, tying up the
woman’s hands and feet, stabbing her repeatedly so that she requires hundreds of stitches, or
cutting her throat. Some batterers stalk and kill what they can no longer posses. These tragedies
are usually portrayed as crimes of passion caused by the man’s intense love for and inability to live
without the woman. However, murder is actually the ultimate expression of the batterer’s need to
control the woman.
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TRY TO PUNISH AND CONTROL WITH SUBTLE FORMS OF ABUSE
Batterers often use subtle forms of abuse to punish, humiliate, and control their partners. A batterer
may say things to create fear, such as: “If you EVER let the housework go, you’ll be sorry.” In
addition, a batterer’s verbal abuse and criticism often become chronic. A batterer feels so small
inside, i.e., he has such low self-esteem, that he will repeatedly put his spouse and/or children down
in order to feel more important, or feel better about himself.
UNABLE TO IDENTIFY OR EXPRESS THEIR FEELINGS DIRECLY
Men who batter are unable to differentiate their feelings and they do not have a vocabulary to
express their emotions. All of a batterer’s emotions are funnelled through anger. In addition, batterers
have learned to use violence-instead of words-to communicate their feelings. For example, a slap
literally says, “You humiliated me!” and a punch stands-in for “I loved you and you betrayed me!”
VARY BY TYPE
Men who batter vary in types: The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly.The Good: Men who only abuse
women emotionally or verbally. They exhort women’s equality but control and exert pressure on their
spouse and their observations are often laced with snide remarks about women. Moreover, they
expect a reward for being nice and are courteous as long as their partners comply with their wishes.
The Bad: Men who physically abuse their mates but not other people. They may be sporadic or
frequent batterers. They may even be very charming to outsiders, making it hard for others to
believe ill of them.
The Ugly: Men who are violent inside and outside the home, including anti-socials and sociopaths.
Antisocials cause severe injuries and have severe drug and alcohol problems. Sociopaths have long
criminal records, problems with both drugs and alcohol, and have a sadistic attitude in general.
WILL GET WHAT THEY WANT THROUGH PHYSICAL VIOLENCE
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Batterers tell us that violence is a convenient tool to get what they want, to make things go the
way they want. Beating the partner is a way to control a disagreement or put an end to a fight.
Asserting one’s physical superiority is a way to MAKE one’s spouse stay.
XENOPHOBIA
A batterer is someone who fears, distrusts, and dislikes that which is foreign to him. This includes his
mate, and women in general. In practice, this means that while a batterer may listen to other men,
he does not regard women as equal, or take women seriously. Like racists, batterers fear and dislike
those who are different from themselves (in this case, women). Also, like racists, abusive men act
out of insecurity. Some batterers hurt others or sport others because it satisfies something in them.
YOU MUST FOLLOW HIS ORDERS-OR ELSE... AND NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO, HE IS IMPOSSIBLE TO
PLEASE
As one battered woman put it, “You have to follow his commands (e.g. take his shoes off, stay away
from his electronic equipment, heat his dinner NOW) as if he was the king and this was his domain
and everybody else in the family were his little ants made to serve him.” Batterers trigger-off
whenever they are ready and for whatever reason they have at that moment. Often, battering
occurs over the most trivial things, such as, forgetting to put the butter on the table, not ironing his
shirt correctly, or not dressing fast enough. No matter what his mate does, a batterer is never
satisfied.
ZERO IN ON PARTNERS’ VULNERABILITY
Men who batter often betray the trust of their partner and break her confidence. Batterers also attack
and expose their mate’s vulnerabilities, and become adept at manoeuvring the confidences their
partners have shared with them.

Source : Apna Ghar, Chicago, USA
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Patriachy
The struggles of women the world over has led to the evolution of the concept of patriarchy.
It encompasses in its entirety the structures of domination and exploitation of women in society.
The term patriarchy essentially means the rule of the father or the patriarch (a male member of the
household or society). In feminist theory and practice, patriarchy has been looked at differently from
the liberal to the socialist feminism viewpoints (see page 13-18). Defined simply, it implies a system in
which the father or a male member, who is considered the head of the family, controls all economic and
property resources, makes all the major decisions of the family, and thereby maintains ongoing control
over all members of the family and those related to it. Very clearly, this system establishes male
dominance and control over women in society in general, and particularly so within the family. The
‘unequal power relationship’ between men and women, accrues power to men in all-important institutions of the society. Thus, it is important to see patriarchy both as an ideology of women’s subordination and control, and as a term conceptualising the struggle against the same.
The origins of patriarchy can be traced through different stages of civilization and there are several
views regarding its origins and universality. The roots of patriarchy lie in history, religion and in the very
nature of the concept. For some, it is a system that has a beginning in history, is man made, and can
be ended by historical processes in the future. For others, it is a natural phenomenon and is based on
the biological differentiation of man and woman. It is thus universal, god given, natural, and cannot be
questioned. Changing patriarchy would therefore amount to changing nature. To many the above
explanation is not acceptable. They believe that there existed a stage prior to patriarchy where
women had a dominant status. This was the matriarchal or matrilineal stage of society. Evidence of
such a society can be found in religious myths and symbols in different periods of history. The
existence of matrilineal society in some parts of India, especially Kerala, is still evident (see pull-out for
details).
While the differing perceptions about the origins of patriarchy can be endlessly debated, it is important
to understand the modes of patriarchal control and its institutional manifestations that have led to
women’s subordination in society.
In this context, one would like to ask the oft-repeated question: “Do women have no power at all?” It
has been seen that women are not totally powerless or totally deprived of rights, influence and
resources, but that they are subservient to male control. Men have laid down the social norms and role
models for women. This ensures that women are unwittingly made complicit in the perpetuation of the
patriarchal system through: gender indoctrination (i.e. role stereotyping of men and women); denial of
education and knowledge of their own history: dividing them from one another by defining norms of
behaviour, i.e., respectability and deviance according to their sexual activities; by discriminating them
in the access of and/or control over economic resources and political power.
Since patriarchy is perpetuated through the social, cultural, and religious institutions of society, and
legitimized through the political, legal, and economic systems, it leads women to internalize, as well as
further perpetuate patriarchal ways of thinking, both in terms of values and behaviour. Therefore,
women are not a part of this system or out of it by choice. The system is a complex interplay of
factors like sex, gender, class, caste, ethnicity, and race that entangles them in a web of exploitation,
discrimination, and oppression. This complex system needs to be understood by women themselves,
and by those who actively support or participate in women’s struggles.
An elaboration of some of the issues of patriarchy and an examination of its institutional manifestations
will enable us to redefine our analytical tools to fight against patriarchal forms of control over women—
their identity, their bodies, their minds, their actions, and their very existence…
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INSTITUTIONAL MANIFESTATIONS OF PATRIARCHY
1.

THE FAMILY
* Man continues to be considered the head of the family, despite 40 percent of the households
being headed by women. Man is considered to be biologically superior to, more capable of, and
more experienced than a woman.
* Family is the basic unit where the exploitation of girls/women takes place.
* Boys are given higher value (son preference) and socialized to carry on the ‘bread-winner’s’ role
and further the family lineage.
* Girls are considered a burden, a temporary member of the family, and socialized to take care of
domestic work and be prepared to lead an adult life outside that of the natal home.
* Women have no say in several matters, including sex within marriage, family planning measures,
number of children, etc.
* Domestic violence against women is considered natural, and a private affair of the family, so
that men can continue to maintain their control and authority over women.
* Sexual division of labour benefits boys and men, since girls/women are engaged in productive,
reproductive, and domestic work of the family.
* The family perpetuates patriarchal ideology through gender-based socialization (which includes
caste, class, and religious socialization) in which women play both the ‘socializer’ and ‘socialized’ roles.

2.

EDUCATIONAL PROCESSES AND INSTITUTIONS
* It is well known that the opportunities of education for a girl-child are far less than that for a
boy-child, not only within the family, but also in the world outside. The role expectations of the
girl-child also influence the content, form, and methodology of education.
* The educational curriculum, the timings of school, the behaviour towards girl children, the
training of teachers—all are reflective of the biased attitude towards girls. The patriarchal
ideology is built into all the nuances of education.
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* Since women are perceived more as ‘doers’ and ‘implementers’ than ‘thinkers’, they are seen as
being very capable of using knowledge produced by men to serve men’s interests. Therefore,
the concept of women as ‘creators’ of knowledge is being denied in today’s context. Thus,
despite women having created knowledge that sustains society, it has been seen that her
knowledge has been hijacked and appropriated by men.
* One of the significant ways of controlling women’s consciousness has been to expose her to
selective educational opportunities and information. Her care-takers (father, husband, brother…)
perpetually deride her with issues like “Oh, you think you are going to be like men!” “ We have
heard enough about equality, freedom, but who will do all the household chores”—all in the
name of denying her access to education.
3.

ROLE OF MEDIA IN PERPETUATING SEX STEREOTYPES
* Today’s media is in the control of elite men and it is most effectively used to portray the values
of the upper class and upper caste, of dominant religions, and communal identities.
* Women continue to be portrayed as being subjugated in their multi-dimensional roles as a caring
wife, a nurturing mother, an obedient daughter, a dutiful and submissive daughter-in-law, a sexy
partner, a glamorous executive enticing the press, a God-fearing subject, etc. The co-modification of women and their bodies has reached an all-time high, with rape, nudity, and molestation
being used for entertainment and marketing consumer products essentially for men’s use, for
example: shaving cream, men’s underclothing, etc. The subliminal images of sexuality and
violence on women are used to arouse and gratify men’s desires and passion. Such depiction of
women has a long-lasting impact on children who identify very strongly with these images.
* Women are primarily seen as ‘consumers’ for household products, ‘consumers’ of religious discourses and processes, ‘consumers’ of products to beautify themselves for male pleasure, etc.

4.

MEDICAL HEALTH PRACTICES AND SYSTEMS
* Women’s health has always received secondary importance. Research has clearly indicated the
intra-household differences of distribution and consumption of food between boys and girls,
men and women. Similarly, with respect to health care and medicines, women have been
neglected, and it has affected both her physical and emotional growth. Women are anemic all
the time, but despite that, continue to perform certain hard chores and long hours of work.
* Women’s health has been given value only in relation to her child bearing role, (that too, in the
hope that a male child will be born, but not as a person or a women. Post-natal care is also
dependent on the sex of the child. Family planning advertisements on TV bear testimony to this
concept. Examples from literature and religious texts have shown the psychological burden
women have to bear in anticipation of a male child and the guilt they are made to suffer in the
event of not giving birth to one.
* Women’s bodies have been considerably used for experiments, particularly in the area of family
planning techniques, which are geared to harassing and exploiting women’s bodies to the
exclusion of men’s bodies. The intrusive technology of family planning has had severe side
effects on women’s health and bodies. For example, today, the harmful side effects of Norplant
N (an inject able hormonal contraceptive) are being brought to light.
* Medical research has not sufficiently understood and analyzed women’s health issues. Medical
practices and health systems are designed and practiced to suit patriarchal biases (e.g., in
gynaecology, psychology, psychiatry, etc). For example, the mental health of women is not
given due recognition and even symptoms of menstrual cycle and physical stress are considered
as psychosomatic and neurotic. The occupational health hazards of women go unrecognized
both at home and in the unorganized sector. The technological revolution in computers and
pressing machines have further increased the physical stress of women, thus affecting their
already overworked bodies. This has also happened because much of modern machinery has
been designed keeping in mind the physique of men, particularly those belonging to the West
(for example, machines used in the pharmaceutical and other industries). In fact, medical
services have still not taken cognizance of these components of women’s health.
* Women’s traditional knowledge of medicinal and health care practices is invalidated. However,
today’s booming pharmaceutical industry is successfully remarketing these traditional ‘home
based’ remedies made by women.

5.

RELIGIOUS INFLUENCE AND STRUCTURES
* Religion has primarily been in the control of men—the priests, the prophets, the maulvis and
their likes. All religions regard male authority as supreme, god-made, supernaturally ordained.
In fact, all major religions have been created, interpreted, and maintained by upper class and
upper caste men.
* Rights, duties, morality, ethics, behaviour of women, relationships with others in society, etc,
as laid down by religious norms, emphatically state that women are inferior, impure, sinful,
frivolous, emotional, deviant, etc.
* Religious texts continue to glorify certain images of women (e.g. Sita, Savitri, etc), thus
perpetuating stereotype roles for women in society. They prescribe norms of conformity to
societal values of an ideal wifehood and motherhood. Any deviation is considered sinful, to be
condemned by God, and results in social ostracism.
* Women are used to propagate religious and gender ideology that strengthen men’s position.
They are also seen as carriers of moral values and cultural practices.
* Religion defines and rationalizes women’s life-long subjugation to men, recognizing her only in
her roles vis-à-vis certain men in her life, thus negating a woman’s individual identity.
* The personal laws draw their basic tenets from respective religions and are effectively used to
deny women their fundamental rights, and this thereby strengthens man, since women’s rights
to property, inheritance, divorce, maintenance and custody of children accrue to the interest of
men.
* Fundamentalism affects women, because there is a fundamental assault on their freedom and
identity. She is driven into the home, the social norms are tightened, her communal identity is
juxtaposed with her already existing identity, and she is restricted to spaces identified by men.
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* We have also seen the close nexus between religion and politics. In this game, women become
victims of communal and political violence unleashed by men to settle scores between themselves. In the event of communities warring against each other, women have to pick up the
debris to take care of the family and children.
6.

MICRO AND MACRO ECONOMIC SYSTEMS AND INSTITUTIONS
* Most properties and economic resources are in the hands of men.
* The domestic work of women is unrecognized and unpaid; productive work like agricultural work,
tending to animals, preparing manure, collecting fuel also goes unrecognized and is undervalued.
* As a labourer and worker, the value of a woman’s work is considered at a lower scale than that
of men because it is assumed that it is less laborious than that of men. Therefore, her wages
are less than that of men.
* The macro economic policies initiated at the behest of international agencies influence the
economy of underdeveloped countries, and have a negative impact on women. Firstly, retrenchment of workers affects women, as she is rapidly sent back to the informal sector (to
which she belongs anyway!), where she is poorly paid, and has no access to social service
benefits. Moreover, she continues to have a declining access to shrinking resources like land,
water, and forests.

7.

LEGAL PROCEDURES AND VIOLATION OF WOMEN’S RIGHTS
* Legal systems today favour the economically powerful, that too men.
* Personal laws pertaining to family, marriage, divorce, custody, and inheritance are in congruence with different religious norms, which give priority to men and disempower women. While
some personal laws are slightly progressive than others, the common denominator is an iniquitous gender balance. In recent years, certain demands for strengthening patriarchal features in
personal laws have been made. A case in point is the demands made by some Sikhs (currently
governed by Hindu personal law) for a separate Sikh personal law. This will deprive daughters of
their right to ancestral inheritance and make the custom of levirate (i.e., a widow marrying the
brother of the dead husband) mandatory. This will also ensure that the property she inherits
from her husband remains within the family.
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* The whole system of jurisprudence in India has a feudal and colonial bias, and operates on
principles of inequity and gender bias.
* The structure and process of the legal system makes justice inaccessible to women, e.g., in
procedures related to getting bail where very often property and other legal documents are
necessary, and in the absence of which women are denied basic legal rights.
8.

POLITICAL PROCESSES
* Political processes are in the hands of powerful men. Most women who enter this system have
class, kinship relations with powerful men, and are thus easy targets for manipulation. For
women who make it on their merit (there are very few of them), the struggle is immense. Their
political minds are negated; their femininity is used to neutralize political issues.
* Women panchayat leaders have little support from men, because women’s leadership is usually
grudgingly accepted. The world of leadership is defined in masculine terms and embodies the
male ethos. Thus, the struggle to establish an alternative leadership is hardly thought of.
* As voters, women face threats of violence and victimization, and are hardly able to exercise
their franchise in informed ways.
* Women have no ‘informal political forum’ since politics is supposed to be the preserve of men.

STEREOTYPES

9.

FEMINITY

MASCULINITY

talkative

brave

tactful

ambitious

gentle

aggressive

submissive

active

religious

dominant

dependent

independent

emotional

objective

weak

strong

illogical

logical

lack confidence

self confident

GOVERNMENT AND ITS VARIOUS ARMS OF CONTROL
* The State is supposed to protect its citizens, especially the vulnerable sections. However, we
have seen that the state is most representative of the patriarchal ideology: where the legislations go against women’s interests, the judiciary seeks to protect men as opposed to women;
the executive implements laws and procedures, which accrue to the interest of men.
* The State operates within the ideology of gender and recognizes women primarily as homemakers and secondarily as workers, and this is evident in their policies and programmes on education, health, childcare, etc.
* The Army/Police subject women to brutal violence either tacitly or actively.
* The government also controls women’s reproduction by evolving family planning programmes
that invade women’s bodies and sees them as targets for experimentation.

Note: what needs to be recognised from the above analysis is that women are caught in a web of
patriarchal institutions, each of which has certain specific characteristics of control and authority.
These institutions do not exist in isolation, but have complex interconnections that define the systemic nature of patriarchy.
KEY HIGHLIGHTS
PATRIARCHY
*

The term means the rule of the father or patriarch, in a sense the rule of men.

*

An ideology of women’s subordination

*

Underlying basis is that men are superior to women and women are part of men’s property.

*

Manifestation of a social reality that is intermeshed with class, caste, race, ethnicity, and
gender

*

Establishes male dominance and control in the family and society at large

*

Has a material basis, benefiting men

*

Perpetuated through institutional beliefs and structures, which are kept in control through violence and cohesion

*

Not static—keeps changing over time in different classes, castes, race, and ethnic groups
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MODES OF PATRIARCHAL CONTROL
PATRIARCHAL CONTROL IS EXPRESSED THROUGH
CONTROL OVER WOMEN’S PRODUCTIVE POWER
Starting from the family to the outside world, women perform certain services, which constitute her
labour power. This includes household work, child rearing, economic activities within and around the
household, etc. However, her work in the confines of the home is not considered as ‘work’. Why? The
division of labour within the family serves the interests of men who can continue to be ‘masters of
the home’ or ‘head of the household’, whilst women continue to maintain and run the household for
them, so as to enable them to continue working outside.
Even for women, who are today working outside the family domain, we see that men control their
work. From decisions relating to what kind of work she should do, to controlling her income, the
pronouncements of men in the family prevail. Therein they control her ‘mobility’. Mobility in terms of
where she can and cannot go, and upward mobility in terms of her aspirations as a career woman
(with its promotions and increased responsibilities), since her work is being validated because of the
money she brings for the household.
Since men have defined the nature of women’s work and decide on the ‘value’ it deserves, even the
work she does outside her home is undervalued. This is evident in all the sectors —be it construction, agriculture, administration, teaching, etc—where women are paid less for the same amount of
work than men, and are accorded lesser status than men. Men also sell the labour of their women
and children, especially girls, (through prostitution, begging, etc.). In all these forms of control, men
benefit materially and economically from women’s labour.
CONTROL OVER WOMEN’S REPRODUCTIVE CAPACITIES AND SEXUALITY
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Historically men have controlled women’s reproductive capacities and roles. Men decide on how
many children the woman should bear, and in what frequency. They decide on the number of ‘sons’
or ‘heirs’ that need to be born. In our society, the mother gains her status from the number of sons
she has produced. Women who produce daughters alone are bemoaned at, and seen as having some
‘biological problems’. Decisions of family planning are mainly taken by men on behalf of the women.
The father too influences child-rearing practices, since he is considered the natural guardian of
children by our social and legal systems. Thus, “gender-based socialization in the family is sown
through patriarchal seeds, and girls grow up to be ‘women’, and boys to be ‘men’ “.
Women lack knowledge about their bodies through controls imposed during their puberty. Any attempt by a girl to openly discuss or understand her sexuality is taboo. At the same time, however,
she is encouraged to beautify herself to satisfy the sexual demands of a man. Thus, by maintaining
control over women’s bodies, men continue to subordinate women to a great extent. Rape, and the
threat of rape, is a significant way by which men control women’s sexuality. This also takes the form
of prostitution, and rape within marriage. While men restrict the expression of women’s sexuality
outside marriage, they retain the ‘liberty to have sex outside marriage. Any extra-marital act of
sexuality by women is considered deviant behaviour.
CONTROL OVER ECONOMIC AND MATERIAL RESOURCES
Most property and other productive resources are in the hands of men and pass from one man to
another man, generation by generation (from father to son to grandson etc). Women seldom have
access to such resources; therefore, control is a rarity. In some social systems, large property
resources are in women’s names on paper; in reality, their control lies with the men. The men in the
family decide on how and where to invest, they retain certain properties in the name of women to
escape financial regulations of the state (as is the case especially among the upper and middle
classes), and women are made mere signatories. These controls exercised by men are against
fundamental human rights.

CONTROL OVER DECISION-MAKING IN ALL ASPECTS OF WOMEN’S LIVES
Needless to say that when men control all the above mentioned areas of women’s lives, they are in fact
exerting power over them through the economic, political, religious, social, and cultural institutions.
Use of violence becomes one of the legitimate ways of controlling women— be it violence on the
home-front, i.e., domestic violence; be it rape within a m further carriage or outside it; be it sexual
abuses of all kinds within the family (incest) or outside it; or be it harassment of women workers by
subjugating them to sexual humiliation and threats. Men control women by imposing restrictions on
their mobility, by controlling their sexuality, their productive and reproductive abilities. They also
decide on the clothes women/girls should wear, the timings they should keep, the people, especially
men, they should talk to.

Source: Kriti, No. 3, Jan-June 1993
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